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Contact: Michael Flowers, Democratic Services Officer
Telephone number: 07895 213755
Email: Michael.Flowers@southandvale.gov.uk
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A meeting of the

Community Governance and Electoral
Issues Committee
will be held on Thursday, 26 May 2022 at 7:00 pm
First Floor Meeting Space, 135 Eastern Avenue, Milton Park, Milton,
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 4SB
Members of the Committee:
As appointed at the meeting of Annual Council on 18 May 2022

Alternative formats of this publication are available on request. These
include large print, Braille, audio, email and easy read. For this or any
other special requirements (such as access facilities) please contact
the officer named on this agenda. Please give as much notice as
possible before the meeting.
You can watch this meeting via the council’s YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/c/SouthandValeCommitteeMeetings
An application to speak must be made in writing or by email to
democratic services democratic.services@southandvale.gov.uk by
5.00 pm on Wednesday 25 May.
Patrick Arran
Head of Legal and Democratic
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1. Apologies for absence
To record apologies for absence and the attendance of substitute members.

2. Minutes
(Pages 4 - 6)
To adopt and sign as a correct record the Community Governance and Electoral Issues
Committee minutes of the meeting held on 7 March 2022.

3. Declarations of interest
To receive any declarations of disclosable pecuniary interests and any conflicts of interest
in respect of items on the agenda for this meeting.

4. Urgent business and chair's announcements
To receive notification of any matters which the chair determines should be considered as
urgent business and the special circumstances which have made the matters urgent, and
to receive any announcements from the chair.

5. Community Governance Review - Covering Report
(Pages 7 - 12)
To consider the report of the head of legal and democratic.

6. Public participation
To receive any questions or statements from members of the public that have registered to
speak.

7. Community Governance Review - Grove
(Pages 13 - 17)

8. Community Governance Review - Grove Technology Park
(Pages 18 - 26)

9. Community Governance Review - Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor
and Fyfield and Tubney
(Pages 27 - 43)

10.

Community Governance Review - North Hinksey

(Pages 44 - 48)
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11.

Community Governance Review - Kennington and South Hinksey

(Pages 49 - 55)

12.

Community Governance Review - Sunningwell

(Pages 56 - 83)

13.

Community Governance Review - Uffington

(Pages 84 - 88)

14.

Community Governance Review - Wootton

(Pages 89 - 96)
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Agenda Item 2

Minutes
of a meeting of the

Community Governance
and Electoral Issues
Committee
Held on Monday 7 March 2022 at 7.00 pm
First Floor Meeting Space, 135 Eastern Avenue,
Milton Park, OX14 4SB
Present in the meeting room:
Councillors: Ron Batstone (Chair), Sarah Medley (Vice-Chair), Paul Barrow,
Alison Jenner, Mike Pighills and Janet Shelley
Officers: Susan Baker (Electoral Services Team Leader) and Steven Corrigan
(Democratic Services Manager)

Remote attendance:
Officers: Michael Flowers (Democratic Services Officer), Jordan Kennedy (Electoral
Services Officer), Jeremy Lloyd (Broadcasting Officer), and Chris McMullin (Electoral
Services Officer)

16

Apologies for absence

There were no apologies for absence.
17

Minutes

RESOLVED: to approve the minutes of the meeting held on 15 February 2021
as a correct record and agree that the chair signs them as such.
Following the adoption of the minutes, a committee member asked for an
update on the status of a new parish council in Harwell. The democratic
services manager replied with the update and first provided the context that
the council had agreed to create a new parish for Harwell East in 2014.
However, due to a lack of housing prior to the last local elections, a review for
the creation of a parish was deferred by this committee. The democratic
services manager explained that a new parish was now feasible. As a result,
the committee would be receiving reports and asked to make decisions in the
summer of the current year regarding a new parish which would then be in
place in time for the next local elections in May 2023.
Vale of White Horse District Council - Community Governance and Electoral Issues Committee Minutes Monday, 7 March 2022
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18

Declarations of interest

There were no declarations of interest.
19

Urgent business and chair's announcements

The chair welcomed everyone to the meeting.
20

Public participation

The chair confirmed that three speakers had registered to address the
committee for item six on the agenda.
21

Community Governance Review - terms of reference

Councillor Colin Weyer, representing Sunningwell Parish Council, sought
clarification on the procedure for the community governance review in relation
to the timing of the consultation and how decisions would be made. The chair
responded and explained that the committee were meeting to approve the
terms of reference, and after approval, the review would proceed to the
consultation stage with a further meeting at the end of May where they would
consider the results of the consultation. The democratic services manager also
added that the first stage was an engagement exercise to seek views from
interest parties. The committee would then see the responses and agree a
draft proposal for a further consultation with a July date estimated for the final
decision on the review.
Councillor Stephen Dexter, representing Grove Parish Council, spoke on the
item. Councillor Dexter expressed that Grove Parish Council sought the dewarding of the parish as they felt the warding was arbitrary and not
representative of the parish. He explained that hundreds of new houses had
been built and were no longer represented properly by the current warding
system. Additionally, the parish sought the transfer of Grove Business Park to
the parish of Grove as they felt the business park should be involved in the
Grove community.
Councillor Christine Chater, representing South Hinksey Parish Council, spoke
to the item. Ms Chater stated that South Hinksey Parish Council were asking
for Westwood Hotel and the surrounding woodland to be included in their
parish area. She explained that the footpath had been maintained continuously
by the parish and the hotel had been an important facility for the parish before
its closure. The new development at the site would rely on Hinksey Hill for
public transport and they felt it appropriate the new housing development
therefore be incorporated into their parish. The proposed southern boundary
subsequently supported by the parish ran along a watercourse and the A34
which they saw as an appropriate geographical boundary.
Vale of White Horse District Council - Community Governance and Electoral Issues Committee Minutes Monday, 7 March 2022
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Following the conclusion of public speaking, the democratic services manager
introduced the report and provided a summary of its contents. The report
formally introduced the commencement of the community governance review
for 2019-2023 election cycle. The officer added that in November 2021, all
parish and town councils had been invited to submit matters for review. The
committee were therefore being asked to agree the terms of reference for
review, which once published, would begin the twelve month period for the
review. The committee would subsequently be meeting in late May to consider
the initial feedback received from relevant stakeholders and agree the formal
proposals for consultation. The democratic services manager confirmed that
any responses received would be circulated to members.
A motion moved and seconded, to support the officer’s recommendations was
declared carried on being put to the vote.
RESOLVED: to agree the terms of reference for the review sew out in
Appendix 8 of the report of the head of legal and democratic to the Community
Governance and Electoral Issues Committee on 7 March 2022.

The meeting closed at 7.24 pm

Vale of White Horse District Council - Community Governance and Electoral Issues Committee Minutes Monday, 7 March 2022
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Agenda Item 5

Community Governance and
Electoral Issues Committee
Report of head of legal and democratic service
Author: Steven Corrigan
Telephone: 07717 274704
E-mail: steven.corrigan@southandvale.gov.uk
To: Community Governance and Electoral Issues Committee
DATE: 26 May 2022

Community Governance Reviews – draft
recommendations
Recommendation(s)
To:
1. agree the revised timetable set out in paragraph 8 of this report;
2. consider the schedules attached at appendix C and agree draft
recommendations in relation to each item under review for consultation.

Purpose of report
1. To invite the committee to agree a revised timetable for the reviews and agree
draft recommendations in respect of a number of community governance reviews.

Background
2. Local authorities (in the case of two-tier areas, district councils) have had powers
to review parish arrangements for many years. Until 2007, any proposals for
change resulting from such reviews had to go to the relevant secretary of state for
approval. The Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 (the
2007 Act) changed that and gave full powers to local authorities to implement
proposals without reference to central government (although see paragraph 12
below). The Act created the title of community governance reviews (CGR) to cover
such activity.
3. At its meeting on 7 March 2022, this committee agreed the terms of reference for a
community governance review (CGR) in response to matters submitted by parish
councils. The terms of reference are attached.
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The draft proposals
4. An initial engagement period ran from 31 March until 29 April 2022 on the
proposed changes. The engagement was published via the media and council’s
website. All parish councils directly impacted by a proposal were contacted
directly. Notification of the engagement exercise with a link to the consultation was
included in InFocus for district councillors and the Vale News for parish councils
with a link to the consultation. A report summary of the engagement responses is
attached for each review.
5. Recommendations in relation to each parish matter in the terms of reference are
attached. There is a schedule covering each proposed change with a justification
for each recommendation.
6. The justification for each recommendation is based on the assessment criteria
contained in the terms of reference and informed by the consultation responses.
One of those criteria, however, “views expressed in relation to any changes,
particularly from those people directly affected”, can only be evaluated once
council has consulted on its draft proposals.

What happens next?
7. The committee is now invited to agree formal draft proposals for consultation.
8. The terms of reference for the review that were agreed by this committee, at its
meeting on 7 March, state that consultation on the draft proposals will close on 8
July. However, to ensure officers have sufficient time to prepare the consultation
documents and to allow for an extended period of consultation, officers propose
that consultation on the draft proposals will run until 29 July with the committee
agreeing final proposals at a meeting to be arranged in early September 2022.
9. This revised timetable will provide for a full consultation period including writing to
all of those residents directly affected by a proposed boundary change i.e. their
property will move from one parish to another and sufficient time to analyse the
responses and make final recommendations. This revised timetable will still allow
the council to complete the review within 12 months of the publication of the terms
of reference and allow officers to submit requests for any changes to ward
boundaries to the Local Government and Boundary Commission for England
(LGBCE) by 1 October 2022 which is the deadline for the consideration of changes
to be implemented at the 2023 elections.
10. Committee is invited to agree this revised timetable.

Role of the Local Government Boundary Commission for
England(LGBCE)
11. Any proposed changes may result in parish boundaries no longer being aligned
with district ward boundaries. We will seek what are known as consequential
amendments once the committee has taken its final decisions to align with new
parish boundaries in time for the 2023 elections (see paragraph 9 regarding the
Local Government and Boundary Commission for England deadline).
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Financial implications
12. There are some modest financial implications arising from the decision to
undertake a CGR. Assuming the council decides to confirm some changes in due
course this will involve making legal orders, producing high quality maps to show
any new boundaries and adjusting council tax records, specifically to cover the
costs of transferring the council tax records of properties that move parish.

Legal Implications
13. In carrying out a community governance review the council must follow the
requirements laid down in the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health
Act 2007. It must also pay heed to the joint guidance on community governance
reviews published by the Communities and Local Government Department and
LGBCE.
14. The council will implement any changes by making a reorganisation of community
governance order.

Climate and Ecological Emergencies Implications
15. There are no implications arising from this report.

Risks and Options
16. There is no statutory requirement to undertake a CGR so the committee has the
option at any time to cease the reviews. However, given the stage now reached
and the expectations raised in certain quarters, there is no obvious reason why it
would want to do this.
17. There is a risk that someone could challenge the outcome of a particular review
item through judicial review. Council officers will mitigate against this by ensuring
that at all times the council follows the requirements laid down in the 2007 Act and
guidance.
18. The main risk is that the council fails to meet the statutory requirement to complete
the review within 12 months. The terms of reference for the review set out the
timetable for the review – well within 12 months even allowing for the
recommended extended timetable.

Conclusion
19. The committee is invited to agree a revised timetable for the matters under review
and draft proposals having regard to the consultation responses set out in the
consultation summary and the report schedules attached to this report.

Background Papers
None
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Appendix
Vale of White Horse District Council
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN HEALTH ACT 2007
COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE REVIEW
TERMS OF REFERENCE

Introduction
The council’s Community Governance and Electoral Issues Committee (“the
committee”) has agreed to undertake a community governance review (CGR)
pursuant to Part 4, Chapter 3 of the Local Government and Public Involvement in
Health Act 2007 of part of the district of Vale of White Horse. The 2007 Act vested
powers in the council to undertake such a review and the council has delegated those
powers to the committee.
The committee will undertake the review in accordance with the guidance on
community governance reviews issued by the Department of Communities and Local
Government and the Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE)
in March 2010 (“the guidance”).
Proposal for consideration
The committee proposes to consider the following parish matters:

CGR
reference

Parish/Area

Matters to be considered

CGR_A

Grove

Removal of current warding arrangements

CGR_B

Grove (East
Challow)

CGR_C

Kingston Bagpuize
with Southmoor
(Fyfield & Tubney)

CGR_D

North Hinksey

CGR_E

South Hinksey
(Kennington)

CGR_F

Sunningwell
(Wootton and
Cumnor)

CGR_G

Uffington

CGR_H

Wootton

Amending the boundary of the parish to include
Grove Technology Park, currently in East Challow
parish
Amending the parish boundary east of Kingston
Bagpuize with Southmoor to include land currently
in Fyfield & Tubney parish
A review of the parish name to include Botley and
alter the status of the parish – change to
community council
Amending the parish boundary south of South
Hinksey to include the former Westwood Hotel site,
currently in Kennington parish
Amending the parish boundary to include the area
of Boars Hill currently in Wootton and Cumnor
parishes and amending the parish name to reflect
the change
Increasing the number of parish councillors from
six to seven
A review of the parish name to reflect the
settlement of Boars Hill
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Assessment criteria
The factors that the council will take into account in making decisions are as follows:






natural or man-made boundaries that help to define clearly one community from
another
effective and convenient representation of local residents at parish level
views expressed in relation to any changes, particularly from those people
directly affected
the extent to which proposals reflect the identities and interests of the affected
community
the size and population of the local community

Why is the Council undertaking the review?
The guidance states that it is good practice for principal councils (in this context that
means this council) to undertake CGRs every 10-15 years. The council completed a
review of the whole district in 2014 and agreed to undertake a further review every
four years with any changes to be implemented for the next scheduled elections.
Changes were implemented at the scheduled elections in May 2015 and May 2019.
Any changes agreed as part of this review will be implemented for the elections in May
2023. The council invited parish councils to submit matters for review and these
issues are set out under proposals for consideration. The committee has agreed to
carry out this review.
Consultation
The committee will consult formally on the review.
Timetable
The 2007 Act requires the council to complete a CGR within 12 months of the date of
publication of terms of reference. The proposed timetable complies with the legal
requirement.
Action

Completion Date

Publication of terms of reference

March 2022

Consultation commences

March 2022

Consultation closes

29 April 2022

Committee agrees draft proposals for consultation

May 2022

Further consultation commences

May 2022

Further consultation closes

8 July 2022
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Committee agrees whether to make changes

July 2022

Community Governance Order completed and consequential
Autumn 2022
matters in place for implementation at the district and parish council
elections in May 2023
How to make comments
Please submit any comments via email to cgr@southandvale.gov.uk
The council does not require a hard copy of any submission. For those without
access to email please send any submission to:
CGR
Vale of White Horse District Council
Legal and Democratic
135 Eastern Avenue
Milton Park
Milton
OX14 4SB
Should you require any further information or need clarification on the review process,
please contact:
Steven Corrigan
Democratic Services Manager
Telephone: 07717 274704
Email: steven.corrigan@southandvale.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 7

CGR_A
Parishes Affected
Grove

Matter to be considered
Creating a single parish

Impact on district and county council boundaries
Grove North and Wantage and Grove Brook District Wards

Summary of parish council responses
This is a request from Grove parish council:
“That Grove parish is de-warded but retain its 16 Parish Councillors – All
parish Councillors serve all of the parish, currently there is no distinction
between the two wards of Grove Brook and Grove North Ward”.

Summary of other responses
These are set out in the engagement summary document.

Recommendation
To consult on a proposal to deward Grove Parish Council.

Justification
Prior to May 2015 Grove was unwarded with 16 parish councillors elected to
serve the whole parish. The Local Government Boundary Commission’s
(LGBC) review of district electoral arrangements, and the resulting Vale of
White Horse (Electoral Changes) Order 2014, had the consequential effect of
creating three parish wards - Crab Hill (returning one parish councillor), Grove
Brook (five) and Grove North (11). As part of an electoral review, the LGBCE
are required to have regard to the statutory criteria set out in Schedule 2 to
the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009 (the
2009 Act). The Schedule provides that if a parish is to be divided between
divisions or wards it must also be divided into parish wards, so that each
parish ward lies wholly within a single division or ward.
As part of the 2013/14 community governance review Grove Parish Council
requested the removal of the warding arrangements and the creation of a
single ward. As part of its draft proposals Council agreed the request and
proceeded to consult on the proposal. However, as the arrangements were
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created by the Local Government Boundary Commission for England
(LGBCE) within the previous five years as part of its district electoral review
and, as such, protected electoral arrangements under the Local Government
and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007, consent for the proposed change
was required from the LGBCE. This was not granted and therefore Council
did not proceed with the proposal at that time.
As part of the 2016/17 Community Governance Review, this committee
agreed to amend the parish boundary of Wantage parish to include land at
Crab Hill within both Grove and Lockinge parishes. As part of that decision the
Crab Hill ward of Grove Parish Council ceased to exist with the parish council
comprising Grove Brook with five councillors and Grove North with 11
councillors. As the electoral arrangements were protected, for the reasons set
out above, consent was requested and granted from the LGBCE for this
change.
As set out above, the warding arrangements at parish level were introduced
as a consequential effect of the district ward arrangements implemented by
the LGBCE in 2015. Following the decision to change the parish boundary
with Wantage parish, Grove has consisted of two wards since 2019.
Grove is a largely homogenous settlement that does not readily lend itself to
sub-division. The parish electoral arrangements in existence prior to 2015
appeared to serve the identities and interests of the village well, and therefore
officers recommend that the council consult on the removal of the warding
arrangements for Grove.
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CGR_A – Grove
Any personal information supplied to us within the comments that could identify anyone has been
redacted and will not be shared or published in the report. Further information on data protection is
available in our general consultation’s privacy statement on our Vale website.
1. How far do you agree or disagree with this proposal?
Answer Choice

Response Percent

Response Total

1

Strongly agree

16.7%

2

2

Agree

58.3%

7

3

Neither agree nor disagree

8.3%

1

4

Disagree

8.3%

1

5

Strongly disagree

8.3%

1

6

Not sure

0.0%

0

7

I don't have a view

0.0%

0

answered

12

skipped

153

How far do you agree or disagree with this
proposal?
8.3%
16.7%
8.3%

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree

8.3%

Disagree
Strongly disagree
Not sure
I don't have a view

58.3%

2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question
1

100.00%

1

answered

1

I support Grove Parish Council's proposal.
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
skipped

164

3. Are you responding to this request as: (tick all that apply)
Answer Choice

Response
Percent

Response
Total

1

a resident within the parish

83.3%

10

2

someone who works within the parish

0.0%

0

3

a business / organisation operating within the parish

0.0%

0

4

a visitor or interested party

16.7%

2

5

a councillor (parish, district, county)

0.0%

0

6

an officer (parish, district, county)

0.0%

0

7

Other (please specify):

0.0%

0

answered

12

skipped

153

Are you responding to this request as:

a resident within the parish

16.7%

someone who works within the
parish
a business / organisation operating
within the parish
a visitor or interested party
a councillor (parish, district, county)
an officer (parish, district, county)
83.3%

Other (please specify):

4. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
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4. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:
1

Open-Ended Question

0.00%

0

answered

0

skipped

165

No answers found.

5. To help us analyse responses, please provide the first part of your postcode (e.g. OX12 1)
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

11

answered

11

skipped

154

6. You can upload any supporting documents using the button below.

File Type

Average
Size

Files
Uploaded

Answered

0

skipped

165

To view the files uploaded, go into the individual results.
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Agenda Item 8

CGR_B
Parishes Affected
Grove, East Challow

Matter to be considered
Amending the boundary of Grove parish to include Grove Business Park,
currently in East Challow parish.

Residential properties moving from one parish to another
No.

Impact on district and county council boundaries
Affects Grove North and Ridgeway district wards
Affects Grove and Wantage and Shrivenham county divisions

Summary of parish council responses
Grove Parish Council put forward the proposal.
East Challow parish council objects to the proposal. The reasons are set out
in the engagement summary document.

Summary of other responses
These are set out in the engagement summary document.

Recommendation
To consult on a proposal not to include Grove Business Park within Grove
parish.

Justification for draft proposal
Grove Parish Council has provided the following reason in support of the
proposal:
“That the Grove Business Park is transferred to the Parish of Grove
from East Challow Parish – The only route into the Business Park is
through Grove Parish, at no point does the road leading to the
Business Park go into East Challow Parish. Some of the Business
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Owners already associate themselves with being located in Grove
Parish”.
The proposal to alter the boundary has been considered and rejected by the
council on two previous occasions. As part of the 2013/14 district wide
Community Governance Review Grove Parish Council requested the change.
At its meeting on 16 July 2014, Council resolved to reject the request and
make no changes to the boundary in line with the views of East Challow
Parish Council that:
“in accordance with the assessment criterion that boundaries be aligned
with defining natural or structural features, alignment of the parish
boundary with Downsview Road should be retained. Further, that it would
be logical to straighten the parish boundary to align with the section of
Downsview Road from the northeastern corner of the Crown Packaging
site east to the Denchworth Road/Mably Way roundabout, thus
incorporating Stockham Farm (‘Letcombe Fields’) within this parish.”
In resolving not to amend the boundary Council asked the Community
Governance and Electoral Issues Committee to consider undertaking a further
review after the elections in May 2015.
In 2016 this committee agreed to undertake a further review of the matter in
accordance with the decision of Council made on 16 July 2014. At its meeting
on 14 August 2017 the committee agreed “to consult on a draft proposal not
to amend the boundary of Grove parish to include Grove Technology Park
(currently in East Challow)”. Following consultation on this draft proposal the
committee resolved not to include Grove Technology Park within Grove
Parish.
Officers do not consider that circumstances have changed since the decision
of Council in 2014 and this committee in 2017. The current boundary offered
by Downsview Road represents a good man-made structure. However, a
boundary fence, whilst effective in its current position, is not a permanent
structure. In addition, the proposal to include the Business Park within Grove
parish does not impact on any properties and therefore does not impact
community identity.
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CGR_B – Grove / East Challow
Any personal information supplied to us within the comments that could identify anyone has been
redacted and will not be shared or published in the report. Further information on data protection is
available in our general consultation’s privacy statement on our Vale website.
1. How far do you agree or disagree with this proposal?
Answer Choice

Response Percent

Response Total

1

Strongly agree

28.6%

4

2

Agree

28.6%

4

3

Neither agree nor disagree

7.1%

1

4

Disagree

7.1%

1

5

Strongly disagree

28.6%

4

6

Not sure

0.0%

0

7

I don't have a view

0.0%

0

answered

14

skipped

151

How far do you agree or disagree with this
proposal?

28.6%

28.6%

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Not sure

7.1%

I don't have a view
7.1%

28.6%

2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

6

1

While I agree that the northern part of Grove Business part should be in Grove - the site occupied by
Crown should be either Wantage or East Challow.

2

Why not consider Wantage town and Grove parish councils being joined as one?

3

This has always been accessed from Grove all the services come from Grove and is indeed named
Grove Technology Park not Challow Tech Park

4

There is no information given on impact on East Challow parish council finances and the knock on
impact this would have on residents. There is no information provided in response to the Grove PC
request from East Challow PC. Grove PC give no information on the positive impact redrawing would
have on businesses beyond a sense of association, which is vague at best.

5

I am writing to you about the claim by Grove parish council that Grove Business Park be transferred
from East Challow parish to Grove parish.
I am District Councillor for Ridgeway Ward which includes East and West Challow in addition to the
Letcombes, Childrey, Sparsholt and Kingston Lisle. I am also an active member of East Challow
parish council, where I live.
I am objecting to the proposed change as being entirely unnecessary and I cannot see any particular
reason for the proposal. I am not aware that Grove Parish Council has had a great deal of contact
with the businesses on Grove Business Park. There would seem to be no major financial advantage
for Grove Parish Council to this move and I can only think that it is a matter of kudos in having a fairly
important local cluster of companies associated with the parish. Great play is made of the distance by
road between the Park and East Challow. This was not always the case and, should the western relief
road be built, which is likely to happen sometime in the future, it will again not be the case.
I have been district councillor for nearly three years and during that time have made a point of
contacting all the major businesses in the ward, including those sited in industrial estates/business
and trading parks. This includes Grove Business Park which I have visited several times and have
established a good working relationship with a number of the companies, identifying their
requirements both from the business park itself on which they are situated but also from the district
council. I was particularly involved with them during the Covid crisis in helping some of them with the
business grant and that was appreciated. I send them regular reports on my and council activity which
is also appreciated. Last Friday April 22nd I showed David Johnston MP around the Park and
introduced him to some of the exciting companies active in precision engineering, metal extraction
and recovery and business incubation in addition to a national business management company run by
an East Challow resident which manages 900 staff.
I am currently trying to encourage companies and the landlord to begin installing solar panels to
reduce costs and contribute to the zero-neutral by 2030 target.
Certainly not all, but many of the staff reside in East Challow and the other local villages to the west in
addition to Wantage and Grove and further afield. Most of the companies have no idea in which parish
they are situated and it means very little to them.
The eastern boundary of the parish runs down the eastern side of the Business Park with the police
station and CMS Industries already situated in Grove parish itself.
I really cannot see the advantage of this proposed change and object to the proposal.
Sincerely
Cllr Dr. Paul Barrow
Ridgeway Ward

6

Over more than thirty years there has been regular boundary reviews in which East Challow Parish
has been forced to defend its boundaries against claims from the neighbouring parishes of Grove and
Wantage. In every one the larger parish has gained land and housing at our expense.
Grove Parish Council has been claiming that Grove Technology Park should be transferred into its
parish with no valid reason since at least 1999.
The site itself is closer to the village of East Challow and the current main entrance is on the very
edge of the southern Grove boundary with Wantage. Downsview Road which runs west from the
Mably Way roundabout to the business park makes the perfect boundary between the Parishes.
Traffic from the north completely skirts Grove on the A338 and going south, east or west it has to pass
through the centre of either Wantage or East Challow.
Any future development can now only be to the west at the existing exit on Woodhill Lane (which was
the historical main airfield access) as over the last ten years the site has become almost encircled by
housing. A direct access west to the A417 and then on to the A420 towards the M4 or M40 is possible
especially if the “west link” road is built.
The local communities of East Challow, Wantage and Grove are equally affected by developments on
Grove Technology Park and are invited to comment on any planning applications relating to it. Any
planning issues relating to Grove Technology Park do not affect Grove to any greater extent than its
neighbouring parishes.
Grove Business Park was launched as a business park in the 1980’s under the name Wantage
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
Technology Park showing that its link was not considered to be with Grove. Its name was only
changed after the original owner BNF Metals Technology Centre went into receivership and the new
owners re-launched it with a new name to make a break with its past history.
East Challow Parish Council has considered the following assessment criteria relating to the review
and can see no issues which are relevant to the Grove Parish Council request for a boundary change.
• natural or man-made boundaries that help to define clearly one community from another
• housing developments that straddle parish boundaries, thereby resulting in people being in different
parishes from their neighbours
• effective and convenient representation of local residents at parish level • the wards of Vale of White
Horse District Council for the purposes of district council elections • the divisions of Oxfordshire
County Council for the purposes of county council elections
• views expressed in relation to any changes, particularly from those people directly affected
• the extent to which proposals reflect the identities and interests of the affected community elections
• the size and population of the local community
Grove Parish Council’s comment that “some” businesses think they are already in Grove parish is
noted although a recent business survey carried out for East Challow Neighbourhood Plan indicated
that nearly all companies were satisfied with their situation. 25% of employees on the two industrial
estates in East Challow parish (The W&G Estate and Grove Technology Park) live in East Challow
parish. Over the last few years many productive contacts with Grove Technology Park have been
made by East Challow councillors. East Challow Parish Council has been very supportive of the
businesses when planning applications have been received. We do our best to support business
development whilst ensuring plans are appropriate.
East Challow Parish Council therefore asks that in the current boundary review the Vale of White
Horse District Council supports the existing arrangements and does not allow larger parishes to
continually “asset strip” small parishes. There is no reason why Grove Technology Park should not
continue to be part of East Challow parish.
Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

It would make sense that Wantage and Grove be combined as one council. There is strength in
numbers and given the amount of new homes being built in the OX12 area with no infrastructure there
is little separation between Wantage and Grove. Look back at history in the 1930s when there was
fierce debate as to whether Charlton Village should be joined with Wantage! Sooner or later history
will repeat itself.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

I have often wondered how one could complain about the actions of our parish council, all my initial
enquiries have led me to believe that they are beyond reproach and there is no body they are
responsible to.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Stop building houses Wantage and grove are ruined there’s no good shops in wantage anymore the
roads are over crowded

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Is this best use of money, especially when poverty in the Vale is likely to increase? Should the money
go into developing projects to support families.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

The quality of information provided does not support this consultation process. Only a small number of
people have requisite background information to sensibly contribute, and with no attempt made to
share the necessary information to a reasonable standard this cannot be deemed a democratic
consultation. This is box ticking at best, and a stunning example of how local government alienates
residents.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

East Challow Parish Council therefore asks that in the current boundary review the Vale of White
Horse District Council supports the existing arrangements and does not allow larger parishes to
continually ‘asset strip’ small parishes. There is no reason why Grove Technology Park should not
continue to be part of East Challow parish.

3. Are you responding to this request as: (tick all that apply)
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answered

6

skipped

159

Answer Choice

Response
Percent

Response
Total

1

a resident within the parish

64.3%

9

2

someone who works within the parish

0.0%

0

3

a business / organisation operating within the parish

0.0%

0

4

a visitor or interested party

21.4%

3

5

a councillor (parish, district, county)

0.0%

0

6

an officer (parish, district, county)

7.1%

1

7

Other (please specify):

7.1%

1

answered

14

skipped

151

Other (please specify): (1)
1

Councillor and East Challow resident (can only tick one)

Are you responding to this request as: (tick all
that apply)
7.1%
a resident within the parish

7.1%

someone who works within the
parish
a business / organisation operating
within the parish
a visitor or interested party

21.4%

a councillor (parish, district, county)
64.3%

an officer (parish, district, county)
Other (please specify):

4. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:
Response
Percent

Answer Choices
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Response
Total

4. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:
1

Open-Ended Question
1

100.00%

1

answered

1

skipped

164

East Challow Parish Council

5. To help us analyse responses, please provide the first part of your postcode (e.g. OX12 1)
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

13

answered

13

skipped

152

6. You can upload any supporting documents using the button below.

File Type

Average
Size

Files
Uploaded

.docx

22575Kb

1

answered

1

skipped

164

To view the files uploaded, go into the individual results.
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Supporting documents

EAST CHALLOW PARISH COUNCIL
Clerk to East Challow Parish Council
East Challow Village Hall
East Challow
Wantage
Oxfordshire
OX12 9SR
Tel. 07774 405472
eastchallowclerk@gmail.com
28 April 2022
Subject: Community Governance Review Consultation – Response from East Challow Parish
council April 2022
Over more than thirty years there has been regular boundary reviews in which East Challow
Parish has been forced to defend its boundaries against claims from the neighbouring parishes of
Grove and Wantage. In every one the larger parish has gained land and housing at our expense.
Grove Parish Council has been claiming that Grove Technology Park should be transferred into its
parish with no valid reason since at least 1999.
The site itself is closer to the village of East Challow and the current main entrance is on the very
edge of the southern Grove boundary with Wantage. Downsview Road which runs west from the
Mably Way roundabout to the business park makes the perfect boundary between the Parishes.
Traffic from the north completely skirts Grove on the A338 and going south, east or west it has to
pass through the centre of either Wantage or East Challow.
Any future development can now only be to the west at the existing exit on Woodhill Lane (which
was the historical main airfield access) as over the last ten years the site has become almost
encircled by housing. A direct access west to the A417 and then on to the A420 towards the M4 or
M40 is possible especially if the “west link” road is built.
The local communities of East Challow, Wantage and Grove are equally affected by developments
on Grove Technology Park and are invited to comment on any planning applications relating to it.
Any planning issues relating to Grove Technology Park do not affect Grove to any greater extent
than its neighbouring parishes.
Grove Business Park was launched as a business park in the 1980’s under the name Wantage
Technology Park showing that its link was not considered to be with Grove. Its name was only
changed after the original owner BNF Metals Technology Centre went into receivership and the
new owners re-launched it with a new name to make a break with its past history.
East Challow Parish Council has considered the following assessment criteria relating to the
review and can see no issues which are relevant to the Grove Parish Council request for a
boundary change.
• natural or man-made boundaries that help to define clearly one community from another
• housing developments that straddle parish boundaries, thereby resulting in people being in
different parishes from their neighbours
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• effective and convenient representation of local residents at parish
level
• the wards of Vale of White Horse District Council for the purposes of district council
elections
• the divisions of Oxfordshire County Council for the purposes of county council elections
• views expressed in relation to any changes, particularly from those people directly affected
• the extent to which proposals reflect the identities and interests of the affected community
elections
• the size and population of the local community
Grove Parish Council’s comment that “some” businesses think they are already in Grove parish is
noted although a recent business survey carried out for East Challow Neighbourhood Plan
indicated that nearly all companies were satisfied with their situation. 25% of employees on the
two industrial estates in East Challow parish (The W&G Estate and Grove Technology Park) live in
East Challow parish. Over the last few years many productive contacts with Grove Technology
Park have been made by East Challow councillors. East Challow Parish Council has been very
supportive of the businesses when planning applications have been received. We do our best to
support business development whilst ensuring plans are appropriate.
East Challow Parish Council therefore asks that in the current boundary review the Vale of
White Horse District Council supports the existing arrangements and does not allow larger
parishes to continually “asset strip” small parishes. There is no reason why Grove Technology
Park should not continue to be part of East Challow parish.
Yours sincerely

Linda Hooper
Clerk to East Challow Parish Council
On behalf of the Chair Vanessa Bosley
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Agenda Item 9

CGR_C
Parishes Affected
Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor and Fyfield and Tubney

Matter to be considered
Amending the parish boundary east of Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor to
include land currently in Fyfield and Tubney parish.

Impact on district and county council boundaries
Affects Kingston Bagpuize and Thames district wards

Summary of parish council responses
This is a request from Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor Parish Council.
Fyfield and Tubney Parish Council object to the proposal.

Summary of other responses
These are set out in the engagement summary document.

Recommendation
To consult on a proposal to make no change to the current boundary between
Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor and Fyfield and Tubney parish.

Justification for recommendation
The submission from Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor Parish Council is
based on the assumption that planning permission will be granted for a
housing development on the land in question. Whilst the land in question is
included in the Local Plan, a recent application for housing was refused. A
further outline planning application has been submitted. The case for
changing the boundary rests on whether planning permission is granted. If it is
not, there is little case for a change and therefore the request is considered
premature.
Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor Parish Council has referenced precedents
for adjusting parish boundaries prior to development of the land (for example
land off Dunmore Road, Abingdon transferred from Sunningwell parish to
Abingdon parish). In those cases, the area in question lied directly adjacent to
the built up area of Abingdon. The review concluded that the identities and
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interests of the residents would be more closely aligned with the town of
Abingdon than the rural parishes and that man-made structures including the
A34 provided for a well-defined boundary. In this case the area lies in a rural
location. The current boundary between the parishes reflects the “no man’s
land” between communities providing a natural easily identifiable boundary
between the communities.
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CGR_C – Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor / Fyfield and Tubney
Any personal information supplied to us within the comments that could identify anyone has been
redacted and will not be shared or published in the report. Further information on data protection is
available in our general consultation’s privacy statement on our Vale website.
1. How far do you agree or disagree with this proposal?
Answer Choice

Response Percent

Response Total

1

Strongly agree

6.9%

4

2

Agree

6.9%

4

3

Neither agree nor disagree

1.7%

1

4

Disagree

10.3%

6

5

Strongly disagree

72.4%

42

6

Not sure

0.0%

0

7

I don't have a view

1.7%

1

answered

58

skipped

107

How far do you agree or disagree with this
proposal?
1.7%
6.9%
6.9%

1.7%
Strongly agree
Agree
10.3%

Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Not sure
I don't have a view

72.4%

2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
1

Open-Ended Question
1

100.00%

41

Fyfield & Tubney Parish Council have already responded to this proposal and wish to add a further
statement to that objection in the attached document.
…Fyfield & Tubney PC

2

No comments or concerns

3

It prepares the way to build 100s of houses which we don’t need

4

this is purely to add more housing to KBS. due to Fyfield winning a block on housing in their hamlet
... there isn’t enough infrastructure to support more housing . Dr’s , pharmacy, schools, older persons
services, busses, eater electricity and gas all suffer from the extension to KBS .. there’s only so big
one village can be !

5

The whole area will be built on

6

I am worried that this is a rubber stamp for building more houses on that area – which will not be
supported by the infrastructure (notably the already busy A415) or the facilities in the village.

7

I do not approve of the planning permission application in regards to building on this land as a part of
Kingston Bagpuize. It will ruin the much loved countryside and walking access.

8

There is not enough infrastructure to extend the parish of Southmoor and Kingston bagpuize further.
Even if the schools could take more children, the poor roads and lack of parking will cause a serious
accident. Cars already park along the main road for school runs, making it hazardous for both
pedestrians and drivers of bikes and cars. If the parish was extended this should come with new
schools, doctors and dentists to cater for the increased population. Money should also be spent on
maintaining the roads and highways to cater for the increased traffic.

9

We don’t want any more houses built without an increase in the facilities such as doctors, schools,
bypass of the village

10

From what I understand, the moving of the boundary lines is to enable the planning application for a
further 700 homes to be considered for a second time – having been rejected on first submission.
The reasons for the plan being rejected still remain pertinent, and the infrastructures required (water,
sewage, roads, school provision, GP surgery, pharmacy, provision for the elderly, etc.) have not yet
been met. During the recent storm, the retirement home in Kingston Bagpuize was without power
and water for more than two days. This was partly due to the water supply not being connected to
the mains, but relying on electricity to operate a pump mechanism. This was in part because when
the large development of housing was built in Kingston Bagpuize and Southmoor, concerns from
Thames Water and existing residents were ignored. To move boundary lines purely to get around the
planning process is frankly diabolical and for that reason I oppose the change.

11

This is purely to accommodate the massive development planned east of Kingston Bagpuize which I
strongly object to

12

Leave Fyfield land in Fyfield.
Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor has been stretched and over developed for many many years,
the village more than doubling in size with absolutely no care or regard for local services or the
additional traffic on surrounding roads.
It is disgusting to think that this change is to enable a further 800 dwellings.

13

Moving the boundary to wave previously rejected planning through is a disgrace.

14

Why are you trying to move the boundary, just because it was opposed by the parish which
incorporated Tubney & Fyfield?
There has been too many houses built in this area yet no doctors, no extra schools & the traffic has
increased too much.
There are accidents every month on the A420 & a number of fatalities in the last 12 months, you
increasing the traffic even more is going to make it worse.
Unless we have a guarantee that a doctors surgery, schools, better bus services nor just sporadic
ones that stop at a stupid time at night so people cannot go out or work late.

15

No gain for the people of KBS.

16

This appears to be an attempt to build more housing in an already pressured community.
No more housing should be considered without improvements to local infrastructure.

17

I know there are planning permission applications on this site, I strongly object to more housing on
this site and any change in boundary

18

Disagree with such a sneaky way to try and get new build houses approved that fyfield parish council
rejected. Disgusting
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
19

I am worried there isn’t the infrastructure to support a new housing development – especially GP and
school access.

20

We are already suffering lack of infrastructure and services as a result of the significant housing
increase in recent years. Our roads are so much busier and noisier with poor quality. A420 is already
at breaking point at peak times. This is just a blatant underhand ploy to get even more housing
without further resources and investment in the community given the extra housing was already
rejected in fyfield

21

I believe the boundaries are only being amended so further new homes can be built. Unfortunately
the infrastructure just isn’t in place. I believe this would put further strain on services (schools, GP,
pharmacy) that are already full.

22

If Fyfield didn’t agree with it, because there’s not enough supporting infrastructure to go ahead ! Why
should we. We are not prepared for this massive change. Water and gas supply is struggling with the
amount of new houses. The A420 and other roads will become more dangerous than they already
are now. Doctors are not taking on any more clients. Schools are struggling to keep up. Can’t even
keep a Post Office open for very long. No pharmacy.

23

The infrastructure is not there to support more housing which will be built on the land made available
by this boundary move. This has already been declined by Fyfield for the same reasons.
KBS already has issues with GP surgeries, services for young and older people, bus routes are
being cut, water supply is lacking, A420 is ridiculous for traffic and accidents. The list goes on.

24

Insufficient support services for young people and older persons. Doctors surgeries have no capacity
as it is.
Public transport
Infrastructure (busses are being cut, A420 is already congested)

25

Please ignore my last entry which was from… as I didn’t realise the reason you want it to swap. I do
not agree with this land being built on.

26

Because the Kingston Bagpuize infrastructure cannot cope with more houses without further
investment into roads, community hubs, doctors surgeries and schooling.

27

There isn’t enough infrastructure to add further occupancies to the village, and I know this would
include the proposed housing. Doctors surgeries already at capacity, no school placements
available. So that why I disagree with this.

28

It seems that this proposal is beneficial only to the developers who have so far failed to get
permission for 700 houses on the land. This raises some very serious concerns as to the integrity of
the proposal

29

It is not popular proposal at all!

30

Any development on the land included in the boundary change would have a HUGE impact on
Fyfield, particularly, but not only, in terms of traffic. The land should remain in Fyfield and Tubney so
that the community has a say in the evolution of the development and properly receives S106 and
CIL resources to mitigate the worst consequences of the impact.

31

This boundary change is clearly paving the way for development of what is currently open
countryside. A planning application to this effect has already been rejected by the planning
department, this change of boundary is an attempt to circumvent this decision and get planning via
the back door.

32

We don’t have the infrastructure to support any further houses.

33

This is all about house building which Fyfield keeps rejecting or blocking.

34

The parish of Fyfield and Tubney (F&T) is classified as ‘open countryside’ where no large scale
development is permitted without the agreement of the residents. The proposal to change the parish
boundary is therefore a necessary pre-cursor to approving the planning application by Lioncourt
Strategic for 660 new houses plus a care home. Residents of F&T have expressed their opposition to
this development (98% signed a petition to this effect). It will be a commuter dormitory and not really
part of F&T or Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor (KBS). It will effectively close the gap between the
two communities. The increase in traffic generated by the proposed development will have more of
an impact on F&T than on KBS. If the parish boundary is changed all Section 106 and CIL monies
will go to KBS and F&T will have no funds to pay for necessary mitigation (such as bunds to reduce
traffic noise from the A420 and to provide a safe road crossing at Tubney). Further it will leave the
small community of Fyfield Wick isolated and cut off from the rest of the F&T parish. I therefore
object to the planning application for the development on Land East of Kingston Bagpuize and on the
proposed boundary change to permit it. Both are unnecessary and undesirable.

35

This proposal is so wrong on so many levels, but my strongest objection to this boundary change is
that it is so obviously in favour of housing developers. Change the boundary, and all of a sudden the
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
land currently under discussion for even more homes to be built on between KB & Fyfield comes
under the KB ward. This is a stealth move to ensure the homes that are not wanted by the local
villages are built. Neither Kingston Bagpuize, nor Fyfield have the infrastructure to support more
homes, more residents. Water, sewers, roads, schools, Dr’s etc. etc. are all at capacity.
36

Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor want to move the boundary to encompass a field? Planning
permission has already been refused on this land and since the objections of the Government
inspector to the last application are not rectified a current repeated request for planning permission
on this land should also be refused.
It is a poor show that Kingston Bagpuize claim that other villages will not be affected as much as they
would by any future planning grant here. The village of Fyfield has consistently led the protest
against construction on this land because of the massive effect it would have on a small historic
village. Kingston Bagpuize have no more say as to what happens here than the other villages and
therefore their proposal is ridiculous.
See https://savingfyfieldandtubney.com

37

There is currently no formal authority for the development to proceed except its inclusion in the
current Local Plan, but with strict conditions to be fulfilled before it can go ahead:
- The eastern portion of the proposed development is closer to the centre of ***Fyfield*** than the
centre of Kingston Bagpuize/Southmoor.
- The negative effects of the development, particularly on the local roads, will be felt more in
***Fyfield and other neighbouring communities*** than in Kingston Bagpuize/Southmoor. Any works
to alleviate these will have to be financed from the Fyfield and Tubney and the other Parish Council
funds.
- Efforts in opposing the development have been successful to date and as regards representing the
local communities, these efforts have been entirely led by Fyfield and Tubney Parish Council, with
tremendous support, funding and input from residents of the Parish under the banner of FLAG. This
has involved unprecedented input over the last 41⁄2 years to achieve.
- When planning application for this development was submitted recently, ignoring the fulfilment of
these conditions, objections were recorded by all public bodies providing services, namely transport,
health and education, on the basis that these services could not be adequately provided.
- The formal Examination process that took place in 2018 led to very clear recommendations by the
Inspector, Mr Reed. Based on these, and specifically the requirement for significant improvements in
the local infrastructure to be completed before further consideration for this development, the
continuing efforts of the developers to progress with this site have been rejected by the planning
authorities.

38

There is no logical reason to move the parish boundary, other than to pre-empt a housing
development that has been refused.
I object for a number of reasons:
1) the centre of Fyfield is closer to the land Kingston Bagpuize would like to have than it is to the
centre of Kingston Bagpuize!
2) the logic in their documentation, they are ignoring planning conditions and pre-empting something
that will not happen in the current scheme. If it were to be developed on, then the resultant problems
would be felt in Fyfield and Tubney
3) the precedent could begin to remove further land areas south of Fyfield under the same pretence
meaning Fyifeld and Tubney lose more land.
4) I regularly enjoy walking to and from the local amenities and use the old road as a running and
cycling area from Fyfield. I vigorously contest their point that it is near impossible to ambulate to
Kingston Bagpuize from Fyfield. If that is indeed their assertion, adding housing will only make that
even more impossible!
5) The proposed boundary change has no clear natural or man-made boundary, whereas its current
boundary, on the edge of Kingston Bagpuize’s Sprawling metropolis, is clearly a man-made
boundary we can use. Fyfield (by its name) is fields and open countryside. We have proudly
protected this and will continue to do this. We want this land in our name to protect and safeguard
this parish
6) Currently there are no neighbourhoods or houses straddling the parish boundary.
Many thanks for your consideration. I trust you reject the suggestion.

39

This is gerrymandering of the worst possible sort, brought about by the rapacious pressure of
Oxford’s wealthiest college, its multi-billion pound estate agent proxy and a developer who plies the
attractions of a rural, ‘aspirational’ idyll by covering the countryside with housing estates. That
Kingston Bagpuize & Southmoor PC had proved itself sufficiently pliant to propose this boundary
change indicates how little they have come to care about the well-being of their own rural community
and its ecology. Despite the past assurances of ex DC head Matthew Barber to their PC that
Kingston Park would be the last major development in the area, it would appear that KB & S PC as
presently constituted has surrendered any wish to remain that rural community and has embraced
the status of would-be dormitory town with open arms. It is a lasting pity that concrete, brick, tarmac
and traffic have replaced green fields, fresh air and wildlife habitat (which are NEITHER sustainable
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
NOR renewable) in so much of our neighboring parish but we do not want their overspill here. What
part of the world’s environmental crisis has Kingston Bagpuize & Southmoor Parish Council not
grasped as yet? Jobs, growth, lifestyle choice (which is what this development is flogging) are no
longer adequate excuses for tearing up our precious green spaces – those days are over. Take
some responsibility for your children and throw out this proposal, and let us fight our own battles.
40

I am extremely concerned by the motivations behind this proposal. A review of the Kingston
Bagpuize parish council minutes give no understanding of the motivation for this change. The
reference in the minutes of December 21 and January 22 is brief and vague to an extent that
indicates that they must be deliberately so given the significance of the proposal. It is only right that
the residents of the parish of Fyfield and Tubney have access to the substance of the discussion that
is motivating this proposed boundary change.
In the absence of such information one can only speculate as to the reason why an historic rural
parish boundary needs to shift. That the land in question represents that on which an aggressive
property development company is seeking to build an unsustainable, large housing estate which (on
numerous occasions) has been shown to be an unsound proposal is hardly likely to be a
coincidence.
The residents of the parish of Fyfield take very seriously their responsibilities to hold officials and
companies to account when future development within the parish is discussed. Issues of
transportation, traffic, infrastructure, services, air quality and healthy communities have all been
considered and, in the case of the existing Lioncourt proposal, have been shown as problematic.
One could be cynical and suggest that perhaps we have done rather too good a job. Given the
minutes of KB Parish Council reveal their grave concern about the overload of foul water systems
since the building of Kingston Park, one might point out that they have been insufficiently robust in
their response to property development in their parish within its current boundaries.
How the erosion of a rural parish (with the land being incorporated into a parish that appears to have
no coherent development strategy and is simply becoming an urbanised dormitory town with no
infrastructure to support its growing population and which churns ever more traffic onto already
overburdened roads) is in line with a commitment to environmental responsibility is baffling.I wonder
what motivations those parish minutes should really have captured?…

41

See attached document.
Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

no .. please listen to YOUR parishioners

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Please do not grant permission for the new proposal of houses on this land. The community need the
old road and surrounding countryside. Also, as the Parish council have strongly voiced opinions that
they will not adopt the maintenance of the new Bloor estate, many residents cannot see that even
more building work and potential issues with water and even more construction will be beneficial.
The joy of living in areas such as these is the surrounding countryside. The old road and fields
should be preserved as green belt land.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

You need to seriously think about the amount of development in this area as it stands. Bowing to
pressure from local and national government to fill a quota of new homes no matter the cost to the
environment and the general welfare of current residents is something that you should all be
ashamed of.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Do not allow the houses east of Kingston Bagpuize

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Stop over developing our village.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

No rationale has been given for this change. No logic. No reasons. Purely greed and to approve
housing rejected by Fyfield.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Think of those ALREADY living in the area not just think of money.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

We need more services including a gp service with used to be excellent and is now at breaking point
The a420 needs resurfacing where it is a dual carriageway as the noise is constant. Cars speed as
do motorbikes and at times the noise is deafening 10 years ago we barely heard any noise. Now it is
constant and makes it unpleasant being outside The surface should be replaced by one which
causes less noise pollution given the significant extra traffic as a result of all the development

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Please do whatever makes it more unlikely for that land to be built on!! Thank you.
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Protect the land as rural. Don’t build on it please please please —

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Thank you for sending this out for comments, but do listen to what the residents have to say, we live
here.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Stop building houses in the village until the infrastructure is sorted out. Examples include, Sewage,
water pressure, Doctors, Pharmacy, to name but a few.

Answered

41

skipped

124

3. Are you responding to this request as: (tick all that apply)
Answer Choice

Response
Percent

Response
Total

1

a resident within the parish

94.7%

54

2

someone who works within the parish

0.0%

0

3

a business / organisation operating within the parish

0.0%

0

4

a visitor or interested party

1.8%

1

5

a councillor (parish, district, county)

1.8%

1

6

an officer (parish, district, county)

1.8%

1

7

Other (please specify):

0.0%

0

answered

57

skipped

108
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Are you responding to this request as: (tick all
that apply)
1.8%1.8%
1.8%
a resident within the parish
someone who works within the
parish
a business / organisation operating
within the parish
a visitor or interested party
a councillor (parish, district, county)
an officer (parish, district, county)
94.7%

Other (please specify):

4. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question
1

Fyfield & Tubney Parish Council

2

N/A

3

Fyfield & Tubney Parish Council

Response
Percent

Response
Total

100.00%

3

answered

3

skipped

162

5. To help us analyse responses, please provide the first part of your postcode (e.g. OX12 1)
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question
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100.00%

57

answered

57

skipped

108

6. You can upload any supporting documents using the button below.

File Type

Average
Size

Files
Uploaded

.pdf

20428Kb

2

answered

2

skipped

163

To view the files uploaded, go into the individual results.
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Supporting documents (1 of 2)
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Supporting documents (2 of 2)
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Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor Parish Council
The Village Hall, Draycott Road
Southmoor
OX13 5BY

w: www.kbsparishcouncil.org.uk
e: clerk@kbsparishcouncil.org.uk
t: 07908 472827

PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGE TO THE
PARISH OF KINGSTON BAGPUIZE WITH SOUTHMOOR
Historic Boundaries
The Parish of Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor was substantially different from its present
shape. In 1900 the Parish straddled the A415 from the parish’s southern end on the River
Ock up to New Bridge on the Thames to the North. Since then the northern segment has
been moved to Longworth Parish. Much of the western end of the settlement fell within the
Parish of Longworth. The advent of the A420 village bypass in the early 1990’s resulted in
the land south of the new road falling totally within Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor
including land to the west of Southmoor thus reducing the size of the Parish of Longworth.
Present Boundaries
The boundaries now form a rough rectangle:a) The western boundary runs from the Round House in the north at the point that the
bypass reverts to two-way traffic to just south of the junction of the Charney Road and
Digging Lane.
b) The southern boundary follows roughly the line of the River Ock to a point on the river
directly south of Sunnybrook farm.
c) The eastern boundary runs northward to the A420 east of the Kingston Bagpuize
roundabout. A small revision to this boundary is referred to below
d) The northern boundary follows the bypass westwards back to the Round House.
Development history
Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor has undergone extensive development over the past 10
years. Beginning in 2012 with Wellington Way and progressing through a series of substantial
housing developments up to the present where the village now has an additional 675 dwellings
over the 950 recorded in the 2011 census, an increase of 71%. This came about as a result
of the Local Plan identifying some of the larger villages in the Vale as suitable for expansion
thus correcting the shortfall in housing provision and has subsequently seen the greatest
increase of all the larger villages.
Part of this development included an application for housing at Edward Strauss Park to the
east of the Village on a site hitherto in the Parish of Fyfield and Tubney. The Parish Council
here applied to have this site included within the Parish boundary because of its close
association with this community. This was accomplished in 2014.
Future development
The Vale of the White Horse District Council ‘s Local Plan has identified a large site to the east
of Kingston Bagpuize, within the Parish of Fyfield and Tubney owned by St John’s College,
Oxford and has ear-marked it for housing development. Lioncourt Strategic Land submitted
an outline application for nearly 700 new dwellings and supporting infra-structure in 2018. This
went to committee in February 2021 and was refused. A series of reasons for refusal were

KBSPC Change of Boundary request
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cited revolving around highways objections and incomplete environmental analysis. It remains
to be seen what happens when the developer comes back with this work complete.
The view of the Parish Council in Kingston Bagpuize and Southmoor is that any such
development would by its nature impact heavily on this community since it would be a
contiguous extension to the already developed east side of the village while hardly at all
affecting Fyfield and Tubney other than causing highway problems on the A420. The
neighbouring villages at Frilford and Marcham have also expressed concern about traffic
generation and environmental impact. There is no doubt that this large increase in population
will have a huge impact on Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor in excess of anywhere else
locally. As a result of past developments here, there are now two Co-op shops, a One-Stop
shop, a post office, a school and one business park and a Millennium Green, all of which
represent significant ‘magnets’ for future nearby residents. For that reason, the Parish Council
here would want to have direct influence on how that increase is to be managed into the future.
Whether or not Lioncourt are eventually successful, the fact that the site is included in the
Local Plan means that at some stage this site will be developed unless there is a government
change of strategy on meeting the housing shortage.
Proposed change
The Parish Council are concerned about their inability to have direct influence over the
extension of their village without the site in question being included within our Parish boundary.
Quite apart from any other consideration it seems logical that the association of this land with
Fyfield and Tubney is an anomaly brought about by the A420 dual carriageway. Ambulant
access to this land is all but impossible from the north but is from the west. For all the above
reasons we seek to have the land in question included within the Parish of Kingston Bagpuize
and Southmoor.
There are a number of precedents for adjusting parish boundaries to suit development of open
land. A recent example in the Vale was land off Dunmore Road Abingdon, which was in
Sunningwell Parish and is transferred to Abingdon Town. This land was earmarked for
housing and is now being developed. This is sensible planning for the future and ensures that
proper consideration is given to development opportunities in a timely fashion.
Kingston Bagpuize With
Southmoor Parish Council
19 January 2022
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Plan showing area requested to be moved within the Kingston Bagpuize with Southmoor
parish boundary (outlined in red)
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Agenda Item 10

CGR_D
Parishes Affected
North Hinksey

Matter to be considered
To change the name of the parish council and introduce an alternative style of
parish from North Hinksey Parish Council to Botley and North Hinksey
Community Council.

Impact on district and county council boundaries
None

Summary of parish council responses
This is a request from North Hinksey Parish Council.

Summary of other responses
These are set out in the engagement summary document.

Recommendation
To consult on a proposal to introduce an alternative style of parish and
rename North Hinksey Parish Council to Botley and North Hinksey
Community Council.

Justification for recommendation
It is the submission of the parish council that the inclusion of Botley in the
council’s name will better reflect the community it serves. Road signs in the
area read “North Hinksey (Botley)”.
The Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 introduced
alternative styles for parishes namely community, neighbourhood and village.
In the case of North Hinksey Parish Council there is desire to make a
distinction from an ecclesiastical parish with a preference that the parish be
known as a community council.
Whilst there are conflicting views on the name and style of governance, as
evidenced by the engagement process, a draft proposal to alter the style will
allow for the matter to be the subject of further consultation.
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CGR_D – North Hinksey
Any personal information supplied to us within the comments that could identify anyone has been
redacted and will not be shared or published in the report. Further information on data protection is
available in our general consultation’s privacy statement on our Vale website.
1. How far do you agree or disagree with this proposal?
Answer Choice

Response Percent

Response Total

1

Strongly agree

12.5%

1

2

Agree

25.0%

2

3

Neither agree nor disagree

0.0%

0

4

Disagree

25.0%

2

5

Strongly disagree

37.5%

3

6

Not sure

0.0%

0

7

I don't have a view

0.0%

0
8

answered

157

skipped

How far do you agree or disagree with this
proposal?

12.5%
Strongly agree
Agree

37.5%

Neither agree nor disagree
25.0%

Disagree
Strongly disagree
Not sure
I don't have a view

25.0%

2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

6

1

Botley has been a forgotten part of VoWH with recently the Council failing to plan for its resources
appropriately, removing funding from the West Way to pay for facilities elsewhere when there is a
higher need here. It appears that the VoWH fail to recognise it as one of its main communities. So a
change of name is much overdue. Plus the change from a Parish reflects the multicultural nature of
the area.

2

Renaming to something like Botley and North Hinksey makes sense (in either order, ‘and’ or ‘with’, I
don’t care), but I disagree with the suggestion of moving from ‘Parish’ to ‘Community’. A civil parish is
a defined level of local government, a community council could be a statutory council (ie a parish
one), or a non-statutory body.
So a Parish Council has a definition, but a Community Council doesn’t, so I do not agree that the
change would add any clarity - in fact, the opposite.

3

Agree with including Botley.
Disagree with ‘community’. I know what a Parish council is, I don’t know what a community council is.

4

Community as secular rather than Parish as a local diocese term is preferable in our community which
is changing and not based in christianity.
I assume Botley needs to be included as we are now a larger local centre with the justification of the
new Westway centre.

5

The boundaries of the Parish of North Hinksey are well-defined from historic times. "Botley" is not
defined at all, and could be considered (and often is) to include Dean Court (in Cumnor Parish, of
which it forms one electoral ward), and unspecified parts of West Oxford (in Oxford City), up as far
east as St.Frideswide's church on the Botley Road. More modern building has of course led to
developments in some places on both sides of the boundaries (as in many cities), but this does not
invalidate their use for governance. The eastern boundary of N.Hinksey parish is the Seacourt stream
of the river Thames, and a natural boundary. The western boundary with Cumnor Parish is less
natural, and no similar alternative natural boundary suggests itself that would not result in the transfer
of major parts of Cumnor Parish to North Hinksey.
The same considerations apply to the use of the word "community", proposed in the change to a
"community council", which implies that it would encompass within its remit major parts of Cumnor
Parish, notably Dean Court ward.
In recent practice North Hinksey Parish Council has shown little respect for the local community,
notably in ignoring the decisive result of the Parish Poll, carried out in 2021, to keep the Scout Hut on
the Louie Memorial Fields. There have been many complaints, official and unofficial, of the poor
governance shown at Parish Council meetings, and in some of the decisions made there. I suspect
that the suggestion for a "community council" is an attempt to make the Parish Council sound more
community friendly. I therefore oppose the proposed change in name.

6

1. I prefer the name of the council to reflect a clearly defined administrative, geographical and/or
historical area, in this case the Parish of North Hinksey and I wish the council to retain parish council
status.
2. Inclusion of the name Botley risks confusion with New Botley, Botley Road, Old Botley and parts of
Cumnor Parish which are sometimes referred to as Botley (e.g. Dean Court, Deanfield, Fogwell, lower
Cumnor Hill).
3. The proposed new name is not inclusive. Although it includes the names of Botley and North
Hinksey it excludes other development areas such as Harcourt Hill, Elms Rise and Tilbury Fields.
4. The proposal for a name and status change may reflect and progress a minority local political
aspiration to enlarge the administrative area of what is now North Hinksey Parish to include parts of
Cumnor Parish e.g. Eynsham Road, Dean Court, Deanfield, Fogwell and lower Cumnor Hill. This is
not appropriate without first consulting the communities potentially affected.
5. Change of name and status to Community Council may offer unfair electoral advantage to
Councillors belonging to the 'Councillors for our Community' group in North Hinksey Parish Council
who put forward this request.
Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

This feels like a necessary change as we have now, through the redevelopment of the Westway
centre moved from being a local community to a more significant centre of activity. Not necessarily a
change I have supported but now it is here we need to make the best of it and see it for what it is.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Explain what a community council is and the benefits of all changes proposed.
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answered

6

skipped

159

3. Are you responding to this request as: (tick all that apply)
Answer Choice

Response
Percent

Response
Total

1

a resident within the parish

62.5%

5

2

someone who works within the parish

0.0%

0

3

a business / organisation operating within the parish

0.0%

0

4

a visitor or interested party

12.5%

1

5

a councillor (parish, district, county)

0.0%

0

6

an officer (parish, district, county)

0.0%

0

7

Other (please specify):

25.0%

2

answered

8

skipped

157

Other (please specify): (2)
1

Property owner, parent of school attendee in the parish and adjacent area resident.

2

A previous North Hinksey Parish Councillor and its Chair for three years.

Are you responding to this request as: (tick all
that apply)

a resident within the parish
someone who works within the
parish

25.0%

a business / organisation operating
within the parish
a visitor or interested party

12.5%

a councillor (parish, district, county)
62.5%
an officer (parish, district, county)
Other (please specify):
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23. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question

0.00%

0

answered

0

skipped

165

No answers found.

24. To help us analyse responses, please provide the first part of your postcode (e.g. OX12 1)
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

8

answered

8

skipped

157

25. You can upload any supporting documents using the button below.

File Type

Average
Size

Files
Uploaded

answered

0

skipped

165

To view the files uploaded, go into the individual results.
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Agenda Item 11

CGR_E
Parishes Affected
Kennington and South Hinksey

Matter to be considered
Amending the parish boundary south of South Hinksey to include the former
Westwood Hotel site, currently in Kennington parish.

Impact on district and county council boundaries
Affects Kennington and Radley and Botley and Sunningwell district wards

Summary of parish council responses
This is a request from South Hinksey Parish Council.

Summary of other responses
These are set out in the engagement summary document.

Recommendation
To consult on a proposal to make no change to the current boundary between
South Hinksey and Kennington parishes.

Justification for recommendation
South Hinksey previously requested this change as part of the community
governance review undertaken in 2016/17. At the meeting held on 27
November 2017 this committee agreed not to transfer Westwood Hotel from
Kennington parish to South Hinksey parish because the proposal “does not
provide a clearly defined boundary or address any of the assessment criteria”.
In support of the latest submission South Hinksey Parish Council has
provided proposals for a defined parish boundary running along a
watercourse, a track and the A34. However, whilst this would provide a well
defined boundary it would result in the transfer of not only the former
Westwood Hotel site but areas of wood and countryside not associated with
the site. The site does not lie directly adjacent to South Hinksey parish but is
separated from it by open countryside. As in 2017, it is not considered that the
proposal addresses any of the assessment criteria.
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CGR_E – South Hinksey / Kennington
Any personal information supplied to us within the comments that could identify anyone has been
redacted and will not be shared or published in the report. Further information on data protection is
available in our general consultation’s privacy statement on our Vale website.
1. How far do you agree or disagree with this proposal?
Answer Choice

Response Percent

Response Total

1

Strongly agree

5.9%

1

2

Agree

5.9%

1

3

Neither agree nor disagree

0.0%

0

4

Disagree

23.5%

4

5

Strongly disagree

64.7%

11

6

Not sure

0.0%

0

7

I don't have a view

0.0%

0

answered

17

skipped

148

How far do you agree or disagree with this
proposal?
5.9%
5.9%
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
23.5%

Disagree
Strongly disagree
Not sure

64.7%

I don't have a view

2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

10

1

Kennington needs to be expanded to include Radley to Sugworth Lane and Redrow’s development

2

Bagley Wood should remain in Kennington in its entirety. These proposals involve a land grab of
Bagley Wood and would involve splitting it across parish boundaries. I can see South Hinksey being
more receptive to development proposals of the tract of the wood they took; than Kennington.
I have no feelings about the hotel plot itself.

3

Wish to keep Bagley Wood as a whole within the Parish of Kennington

4

The hotel being part of the parish with other houses nearby makes sense but the new lines cutting
thiugh the woods to the A34 doesn’t . Better for the woods to remain whole and within one parish

5

While it makes some sense to have the housing in the parish it's closest to (South Hinksey), splitting
Bagley Wood between parishes does not seem like a good idea. The wood is ancient and is a
celebrated part of Kennington parish. Dividing it between parishes could have implications for its
preservation, particularly on the border, where there could be misunderstandings or disputes about
responsibility. Please keep Bagley Wood united within one parish.

6

Makes sense to me.

7

Splitting Bagley Wood between South Hinksey and Kennington neighbourhood councils is of concern.
The wood should be kept within one neighbourhood area. Splitting it risks degradation and hiving off
parts for development. I can see that the aim of South Hinksey neighbours feeling a link with their
neighbours when the hotel has been developed and the bus stop paths but the current arrangements
cater for that. I walk Bagley Woods regularly and consider the housing within in “Kennington” as do
the residents I have spoken to there.

8

The wood should remain a single parish

9

Bagley Wood should remain within one parish. Once divided it will become more at risk of
degradation.
Also the boundaries should follow clear and obvious lines such as the main roads and not some tiny
ditch. However it is hard to see the details on the thumbnail map and when I click on it to see an
enlarged version I get taken to the Kingston Bagpuize map instead.

10

Kennington Parish Council objects to this proposed boundary change in the strongest terms.
Kennington parish was created in 1936 from South Hinksey and Radley parishes, which was led by
the resident of the house that later became the Westwood Country Hotel. Bagley Wood was entirely
in the newly formed parish of Kennington and should remain so. There is no justification for adjusting
the boundary.
Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Expand Kennington to include Redrow

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

I haven't seen it, so no, not at the moment, thank you.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Just build AFFORDABLE houses!

3. Are you responding to this request as: (tick all that apply)
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answered

10

skipped

155

Answer Choice

Response
Percent

Response
Total

1

a resident within the parish

82.4%

14

2

someone who works within the parish

0.0%

0

3

a business / organisation operating within the parish

0.0%

0

4

a visitor or interested party

0.0%

0

5

a councillor (parish, district, county)

5.9%

1

6

an officer (parish, district, county)

5.9%

1

7

Other (please specify):

5.9%

1

answered

17

skipped

148

Other (please specify): (1)
1

A resident and someone who works and runs a business within the parish (the system will not allow
the choice of more than one)

Are you responding to this request as: (tick all
that apply)
5.9%
5.9%

a resident within the parish

5.9%

someone who works within the
parish
a business / organisation operating
within the parish
a visitor or interested party
a councillor (parish, district, county)
an officer (parish, district, county)
82.4%

Other (please specify):

4. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question
1

Kennington Parish Council
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Response
Percent

Response
Total

100.00%

1

4. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:
answered

1

skipped

164

5. To help us analyse responses, please provide the first part of your postcode (e.g. OX12 1)
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

17

answered

17

skipped

148

6. You can upload any supporting documents using the button below.

File Type

Average
Size

Files
Uploaded

answered

0

skipped

165

To view the files uploaded, go into the individual results.
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South Hinksey Parish Council email request.
The Council is submitting a further request to adjust its southern boundary with the parish of
Kennington.
The Council has no wish to change the name or style of this parish, nor the number of its
councillors and the warding arrangements, both of which were changed at the last review
and for which this Council was most grateful.
This Council does not propose any merger or grouping of parishes.
The change it seeks is relatively minor, a small and sensible boundary adjustment of just the
kind for which these reviews are intended.
The Council is aware that two previous requests have been rejected and the same reason
has been given on both occasions.
The Council has been advised by a district councillor that, no matter the merits of the
argument, these requests would inevitably have been rejected when the new boundary that
this Council proposed was simply an arbitrary line drawn on a map that did not correspond to
anything visible on the ground.
Accordingly, the Council is proposing that the new southern boundary run along a
watercourse, a track and the A34 all visible both on maps and on the ground.
I have attached a map showing the new boundary that this Council puts forward but, if the
basic case is accepted for a change, this Council is more than willing to accept a slightly
different boundary if your authority sees a compelling argument for a different boundary that
better addresses the need for change.
This proposed boundary change would mean a slightly larger area would be transferred from
one parish to the other than has been suggested in the past but the real purpose is
unchanged: to transfer the site of the former Westwood Hotel from the parish of Kennington
into this Council's Hinksey Hill ward to which it really belongs, in the opinion of this Council.
Once the new houses proposed for the site are constructed, the bus stop the residents will
use to travel into Oxford will be in this parish but to reach it and the southbound bus stop,
they will have to walk along a section of path in the parish of Kennington which this Council
has maintained, with Kennington's agreement, for many years.
At the northbound bus stop they will wait next to a South Hinksey Parish Council noticeboard
that carries the notices of all this Council's meetings.
All the nearest neighbours of the new houses will be residents of this parish.
The concerns about traffic along the road past their homes are ones this Council has
pursued resolutely over many years.
In all practical senses, the new residents will feel themselves part of the Hinksey Hill
community but, unless the boundary is amended as this Council proposes, they will be left
outside this parish.
It is entirely understandable that Kennington has never spent money maintaining the path to
and from this site when it is so far removed from the village that forms the heart of that
parish. But the site is at the heart of the Hinksey Hill ward, and this Council asks that the
boundary be moved so that the site becomes part of this ward and the interests of the
residents can be properly represented by this Council alongside their neighbours already in
this parish.
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Agenda Item 12

CGR_F
Parishes Affected
Sunningwell, Wootton and Cumnor

Matter to be considered
Amending the parish boundary to include the area of Boars Hill currently in
Wootton and Cumnor parishes and amending the parish name to reflect the
change.

Impact on district and county council boundaries
Affects Botley and Sunningwell, Cumnor and Wootton district wards
Affects Kennington and North Hinksey county divisions

Summary of parish council responses
This is a request from Sunningwell Parish Council with support provided from
the Boars Hill Association.
Sunningwell Parish Council has clarified that it is not proposing the transfer of
land at Long Furlong in Sunningwell parish or seeking a change to the name
of the parish but supports the submission from the Boars Hill Association.
Cumnor Parish Council object to the proposal.
Wootton Parish Council object to the proposal.

Summary of other responses
These are set out in the engagement summary document.

Recommendation
1. To consult on a proposal to make no change to the current boundary
between Sunningwell, Cumnor and Wootton parishes.
2. To consider undertaking a Community Governance Review of the
wider area (Sunningwell, Wootton, Cumnor, Kennington, Radley and
South Hinksey) following the elections in May 2023 to include
consideration of a new parish for Boars Hill.

Justification for recommendation
The submission for the boundary change between Sunningwell and Wootton
provides two main reasons for the proposal:
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That the semi-rural community of Boars Hill has more in common with
Sunningwell parish than Wootton parish
That Wootton Parish Council has neglected the residents of Boars Hill
whilst Sunningwell has supported projects that have supported Boars
Hill.

In addition, there is a request from the Boars Hill Association supported by
Sunningwell parish Council, to transfer those Boars Hill properties located in
Cumnor parish to Sunningwell parish to place all of Boars Hill within one
parish.
The petition evidence submitted by Boars Hill Association appears to show
strong support for the proposal. This seems to suggest that there is a strong
sense of community with those residents living within Boars Hill and that the
identities and interests of the residents would be better served being part of
Sunningwell parish.
However, the responses to the initial engagement process suggest that the
residents of Boars Hill situated within Wootton parish do share common
identities and interests with those in the village of Wootton and that Wootton
Parish Council provides effective and convenient local government in respect
of access to services. They use the same facilities (schools, shops,
community hall) and the cricket team shares the name of both communities
(Wootton and Boars Hill Cricket Club). There is limited evidence to support
residents sharing identities and interests with residents of Sunningwell Parish
and access to services would not be as convenient.
The proposal to transfer properties at Chilswell Cottages from Cumnor parish
to Sunningwell parish was considered, and rejected, as part of a previous
community governance review in 2016/17 which formed part of
requests/proposals from Sunningwell Parish Council to transfer land from
Cumnor, Kennington, Radley and South Hinksey parishes to Sunningwell
parish. As set out in the previous paragraph, there is no evidence to suggest
the residents of Chilswell have a shared identity or interests with residents of
Sunningwell parish or that such a move would provide for effective and
convenient local government. This area has a historical connection with other
hamlets in Cumnor (see Cumnor Parish Council’s response dated 27 April
2022).
Whilst evidence has been provided of a strong community identity within
Boars Hill, and disquiet regarding effective representation of Boars Hill
residents within Wootton parish, the engagement exercise provides little
evidence to support the review criteria of a shared identity or interest with
Sunningwell parish or that the change would provide greater access to
effective and convenient services.
The current arrangements for parishes in this area of the district have existed
for many years. Many rural areas parishes are made up of different
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communities and hamlets and have boundaries that have become obscure
over the years as developments have taken place but which continue to
support community identity. This is true across the parishes of Sunningwell
and Wootton with neighbours living in different parishes. It may be considered
that a wider review of the area is required to address these anomalies. This
review has also not considered whether the strength of community would
support the creation of a separate parish covering the Boars Hill settlement.
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CGR_F – Sunningwell / Wootton / Cumnor
Any personal information supplied to us within the comments that could identify anyone has been
redacted and will not be shared or published in the report. Further information on data protection is
available in our general consultation’s privacy statement on our Vale website.
1. How far do you agree or disagree with this proposal?
Answer Choice

Response Percent

Response Total

1

Strongly agree

1.9%

1

2

Agree

9.6%

5

3

Neither agree nor disagree

5.8%

3

4

Disagree

32.7%

17

5

Strongly disagree

50.0%

26

6

Not sure

0.0%

0

7

I don't have a view

0.0%

0

answered

52

skipped

113

How far do you agree or disagree with this
proposal?
1.9%
9.6%
5.8%

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree

50.0%

Strongly disagree
Not sure
32.7%

I don't have a view

2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question
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100.00%

44

2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
1

Bayworth and Sunningwell likely to be overwhelmed by the inclusion of the whole of Boars Hill within
their Parish. Could well lead to the situation where Bayworth and Sunningwell feel that their needs
are being disregarded and that only the needs of Boars Hill are being taken into account.

2

This takes a large section of the Parish away from Wootton and splits the community. Many of the
residents of Boars Hill actively participate in Wootton community events and make use of the
facilities which are provided by or financially supported by the Parish Council. They clearly feel that
they are part of the Parish. The Boars Hill Association are trying to move to a smaller Parish so they
can dictate to Sunningwell Parish what they want done. Neither the Boars Hill Association, nor
Sunningwell Parish Council have sought the views of the residents of the hamlets in their Parish
which will be affected by this.

3

I have lived in Wootton for over 45 years, growing up in old Wootton village, I always felt Boars hill
was part of our parish.
Boars hill residents use the cricket club in Wootton, the school in Wootton, the church in Wootton
and Wootton shops and community centre.
Boars hill is also in very close proximity with no defined boundaries, all of old Wootton village and
many other homes in Wootton have Boars hill in their address.
The neighbour hood plan was written including Boars hill with Wootton.

4

My address is Wootton,
Boars Hill
I would like it to stay that way!

5

It would be a shame to change the boundary for no valid reason.

6

The historical parish of Wootton boundaries do not need amending. The Sunningwell Parish have not
put forward a coherent case for the change. Wootton Parish have made a good case. It is important
that Wootton maintains its historical hinterland.

7

I would like to understand the motivations behind the request before forming an opinion, as a
Sunningwell resident of many years I have become very concerned about some of the decisions that
our current parish council make. The atmosphere at our parish council meetings over recent years
have become toxic and unwelcoming to the general public and people don't tend to want to express
their views or opinions.
In my opinion our current parish council are not fit for purpose and providing with them with yet more
responsibility would be a mistake, and a move towards more residents from Boars Hill being
incorporated into the Sunningwell Parish could be more divisive. I believe a review of our current
parish council, it's policies and procedures should take place before a decision to enlarge the parish
be reached.

8

It would be extremely detrimental to make any changes to the current parish boundaries

9

Sunningwell Parish already includes Bayworth and half of Boars Hill. It’s big enough.
I’m very much against changing the name. It is important to keep it the same.

10

The proposal doesn’t make particular sense. It doesn’t straighten up any current parish boundary
and is just a land grab that makes an odd irregular boundary. The handful of properties affected in
Cumnor don’t retain a geographical link to Sunningwell which is the other side of another parish in
Wootton. The Wootton properties are better linked to the Wootton parish by road and make plenty of
use of the Wootton amenities. Putting them in Sunningwell splinters a community and from its
nearest amenity.
The Cumnor properties are also part of the Cumnor neighbourhood plan designation and receive
protections from that currently. They are also in the distinct character of that parish and bear no
relation to the character and environment of Sunningwell.
Feels like a total waste of public monies and time for no actual benefit to residents or existing
parishes, infact it makes a messy boundary reformatting.

11

This will likely devalue properties in Wootton parish and seems very unnecessary. It will artificially
break traditional parish boundaries and interfere with established feelings of community, particularly
around school communities.

12

What does it mean funding wise - what are the benefits or dis benefits?

13

The majority of Boars Hill lies within Wootton parish council, why would we move to Sunningwell?
our field would be in Wootton and our house in Sunningwell, there is no need for change

14

What is the reasoning behind this proposal? Our parish has been functioning pretty good as it is. I
can only guess that in the future if this proposal is approved, more funds will be diverted to Boars
Hill, leaving the poorer neighbourhoods of Bayworth and Sunningwell underrepresented and sparsely
funded.

15

No real objection to changing the boundaries, but strongly disagree if it means changing the name of
the parish to Boars Hill instead of Sunningwell.
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
16

Capability of the current councillors to manager a larger parish.
Poor and at times overly aggressive and authoritarian communications.
Capability of managing conflict well with parishioners.
Lack of diversity in the current parish council membership. Lack of women, younger people,
representatives from Sunningwell and Bayworth with a different socio-economic status.
Health and safety awareness - not servicing a defibrillator and when the village hall car park work
took place, they did not provide easy access to it for disabled people or families using prams.
They don't maintain the village pond.
Boars Hill will become the centre of attention with Sunningwell and Bayworth becoming marginalised
in terms of priorities.

17

The proposal would be detrimental to the Parish, especially as it would undermine the current local
plan.
A much better proposal would be to merge the Parishes of Wootton and Sunningwell. This would
benefit both parishes, not least financially and in terms of local influence. It would mean that a single
full time parish clerk could be employed,
Furthermore, if any realignment of the existing parish boundaries is required, Whitecross should be
brought into the Parish of Sunningwell.

18

There are a certain number of houses immediately adjoining Sunningwell and separate from the rest
of Boars Hill (from the westerly spur of Lincombe Lane up to the Fox PH) which it would be very
sensible to move across from Wootton, assuming they agree. But on the whole I don't think historic
boundaries - and these are ancient ones - should be changed without very good cause.Not should
historic parishes be renamed without better cause than appears here.

19

Since those residents of Boars hill who currently are part of Wootton or Cumnor seem to have voted
by a significant majority to become part of Sunningwell, there are good grounds for implementing the
change.
In my opinion, there are no grounds for changing the name of the parish, as Sunningwell is an
ancient part of the realm the boubaries of which have remained broadly the same for 100's of years.

20

The residents of Boar's Hill already have quite a lot of influence due to the demographic of the area.
Residents such as those of Bayworth Park won't get to be heard in the shadow of the strength of this
influence. Sunningwell and Bayworth will lose their identity into the bigger, more influential Boar's
Hill. We all know this will eventually happen, despite any argument against it. I therefore strongly
disagree and hope Sunningwell and Bayworth Parish (an ancient parish) will be able to retain it's own
identity.

21

There are many reasons why this is not a good idea for the Parish or the volunteers within it.
Wootton Parish Council (and St Helen Without PC as it was a joint plan) have had a fully made
Neighbourhood Plan in place since 2019. We’d like to draw the committee’s attention to the following
complications if the current Parish is split:
• NP policies will remain in place and be enforced for the area of land that they cover even if that land
becomes part of a different Parish.
• NPs that have already been finalised and adopted cannot be revoked even if Parish Boundaries are
changed.
• NP areas cannot overlap, so Sunningwell PC can't create a NP that includes the area of our NP.
• Reviewing a made plan to change the NP area will require all statutory processes to be repeated,
including area designation, consultation, examination and referendum - which is a lengthy timeconsuming process that WPC won't be going through as it also affects SHWPC and the Dalton
Barracks development and they would have to agree.
• So if the parish boundary was changed the NP boundary would still apply to those houses on Boars
Hill and Sunningwell would have to apply those NP policies. Additionally any amendments to the NP
we make - would also directly affect people in a different parish - basically making it all incredibly
complicated.
There are many other reasons including:
Debt. In 2005, Wootton Parish Council took a government loan to support the redevelopment of the
WADS Community Centre. If the Parish is split then the remaining households will still be liable for
the loan and the households that have left the parish won't be liable anymore. Every remaining
household within Wootton Parish will therefore have to pay more to service the loan.
The Community Park. This is used by residents in nearby Boars Hill. If the split goes ahead then
residents of another Parish will get to use this amenity without paying anything for the upkeep.
Traffic. We believe that if the Parish is split up then households within the Parish will end up having
to pay more in Council Tax to make up the budget shortfall from those households leaving the
Parish. This will likely affect the implementation of traffic calming measures and our ability to
enhance the community park.
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
History. Until the late nineteenth century the hamlets of Wootton and Old Boars Hill were outlying
parts of Cumnor parish. Since then they have formed a separate parish with the same boundaries as
today and over the years have developed into a single large village of some 3,000 inhabitants,
centred around the Besselsleigh Rd shops, the Wootton and Dry Sandford Community Centre and
the Bystander Public House. Although different parts of the village, such as Old Wootton, Boars Hill,
and the B4017 corridor, have their distinctive social and architectural characters, the village is a wellintegrated community as is evidenced in the replies to the questionnaire sent out in preparing our
Joint Neighbourhood Plan with St Helen Without (made December 2019). There was a strong feeling
of belonging to a neighbourhood and a strong satisfaction with the area as a place to live.
Website. If the boundary is split we’d have to spend a considerable sum and many hours of effort to
rework the website. This is a considerable burden we really don’t need given the work we’re currently
doing within the parish.
WADS Community Centre. Wootton Parish Council grants thousands of pounds every year to
support the WADS Community Centre. If the Parish is split we believe that we won't be able to
support the Community Centre to the same amount. In addition, people in the breakaway Parish
won't be supporting the Community Centre with their Council Tax but will still be using it.
22

I believe that if the Parish is split up then households within the Parish will end up having to pay more
in Council Tax to make up the budget shortfall from those households leaving the Parish. This will
likely affect the implementation of traffic calming measures and our ability to enhance the community
park.

23

I would like to object to the proposed boundary changes to the parish of Wootton put forward by The
Boars Hill Association.My primary objection is the detrimental effect the boundary change would
have on the finances of Wootton Parish Council and its ability to meet its current obligations and
aims.
In 2010, Wootton Parish Council took out a government loan of £60,000 to support the
redevelopment of the Wootton and Dry Sandford Community Centre, a vital parish amenity. The loan
was for fifty years at a fixed interest rate of 4.6 per cent. Each year the Council makes repayments of
£3,076.60, and the current outstanding loan in £55,003.91. The total cost of repayment over 50 years
is £153, 830. The Parish Council has not the reserves to pay the loan off at once, which would incur
a repayment premium and cost £111,357, and refinancing the loan at a lower rate of interest for the
same term would make no difference to the overall cost. In consequence, Wootton Parish Council is
committed to putting aside £3,000 p.a. to pay off the loan until 2035.
At present, Wootton Parish Council receives a precept of c. £60,000. This is a large enough sum to
allow the Council to put aside £3,000 per annum to pay off the loan without undue difficulty. Were
Boars Hill to be detached from Wootton, the precept would be considerably reduced and the
percentage of the budget dedicated each year to paying off the loan increased. This would mean that
the Council would no longer have the same amount of money each year to enhance traffic-controlling
measures and the broader quality of life in the parish to which it is committed in accordance with its
made Neighbourhood Plan. With a lower precept, for instance, it would not have been possible to
create the recently established Children’s Community Park opposite the church, which each year is
being improved.
It should be pointed out, too, that the residents of Boars Hill have always made full use of the
Wootton and Dry Sandford Community Centre and belong to many of the societies that enjoy its
facilities. As Sunningwell Parish has no equivalent Community Centre, the Boars Hill residents will
continue to do use WADSCC, just as they will continue to use the other amenities in the village, such
as the cricket field, primary school, the church and the community park, which Wootton Parish
Council either directly or indirectly (through a grant to the Wootton Primary School PTA to provide
laptops for home learning during lockdown, for instance) supports. It seems very unjust that the
residents of a new, smaller Wootton Parish should pay a higher proportion per head towards
repaying the Community Centre loan and maintaining other existing amenities in the village, while
residents of Boars Hill, who use these facilities, contribute nothing at all.

24

The parish has always worked very well as a unit during the forty years I have lived within its
boundaries.

25

Smaller parish equals smaller amount of funds, hence my disapproval of altering the boundary to
include Boars Hill in the Sunningwell parish. Little enough is spent in ou parish as it is!

26

The boundary has been set for many years and I can't understand why the boundaries should be
moved. In all likelihood this will have a negative financial impact on the money provided by The
VWHDC to the Wootton parish, and as such I am strongly against this proposal.
I would also be interested to know what percentage of the residents that will be impacted directly by
this proposal, due to them living within the new boundaries, have actually proposed this change or
have formally agreed with the proposal?
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:

I ask this as it may well be that just a few residents have set out the proposal, as they would prefer to
not be associated with the Wootton parish, for their own self interests, whereby others who don't
have the same interest are content with the current boundaries? The old adage, "if it isn't broken,
then don't try and fix it" springs to mind!
27

The Boars Hill Association are just trying to move to Sunningwell as their attempts to bully Wootton
have not worked. They think their voice will carry more weight in Sunningwell as they will be a
majority voice. They will just ignore the existing residents. Maybe they should get involved in the
Parish they are in rather than invading another parish.

28

Please uploaded letter.

29

I wish to oppose Sunningwell's request to join Boars Hill parish. I hope you will consider this carefully
especially as there seems to be a very fast time factor.
Written response 14.04.22

30

Just to say that I object strongly to the proposal that Boars Hill should become part of Sunningwell.
The reduction in finances would mean less support for all the facilities in Wootton particularly the
Community Centre and field and the Cricket Club. All of which are used by the residents of Boars
Hill. I am also concerned about the potential loss of financial support for such things as road calming
measures which would affect the safety of all of us in the area.
Email response received 26.04.22

31

I am against the proposal of the removal of Boars Hill from Wootton Parish Council. I would imagine
that this matter has been on the drawing board for some time and am disappointed that this has only
recently come to our attention with so little time to gather enough response to it.
Email response received 21.04.22

32

We are against the proposal.
Email response received 14.04.22

33

I do not support Boars Hill being part of Sunningwell Parish Council. Plans have been made on the
existing and forecast revenue for Wootton and to change the boundary will have an adverse effect on
those plans and the community served by the existing parish boundary.
Email response received 13.04.22

34

I would like to say I am personally against the changes to the boundary.
Email response received 27.04.22

35

My sister and I do not approve of the proposed changes to the parish boundary.
Email response received 26.04.22

36

As a resident… in Boars Hill, I should like to register my agreement with this proposal. At present the
parish boundary line runs down Lincombe Lane resulting in some 10 houses… belonging to Wootton
Parish and the remaining majority lying within the Sunningwell Parish. It clearly makes sense for the
whole of Lincombe Lane to be included in Sunningwell Parish. I very much hope this proposal wins
approval.
Email response received 20.04.22

37

This email is to advise that as a resident of Wootton I am against the request for Sunningwell to take
Boars Hill or any more than they currently have of it from Wootton parish boundaries.
Email response received 25.04.22

38

Please register my opposition to this move which smacks of elitism. There is nothing wrong with the
present boundary and it should be left as it is, as to allow the amendment would have unnecessary
financial consequences for our parish.
Email response received 25.04.22

39

I would like to state that I am against this proposal.
Email response received 27.04.22
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
40

...I wish to register my disagreement with the proposal to transfer part of Boar's Hill from Wootton to
Sunningwell parish.
Email response received 21.04.22

41

Please be advised that I am against transferring that part of Boars Hill that is within Wootton parish
into Sunningwell.
Email response received 14.04.22

42

Boundary change. I do not agree with this proposal.
Email response received 14.04.22

43

Please see attached document.

44

Please see attached document.
Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Wootton Parish Council believes that no changes should be made to the present boundaries of the
parish on the grounds the parish as presently constituted works well for the benefit of all the
residents. Your Council is particularly concerned that the removal of Boars Hill from the parish would
necessarily lead to a sizeable reduction in our annual precept (the money we receive each year from
the Vale to run the Council, which is paid on the number of residents). This would reduce our ability
to develop further our traffic-controlling measures along the B4107, enhance the facilities in our new
Community Park, and provide grants to local societies and projects. A reduction in precept would
also make it more difficult to finance the large loan the Parish Council took out to make possible the
renovation of the Community Centre, which is a central part of village life.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

I know that some of the Boars Hill residents have been unhappy/upset with the way that issues which
affect or could affect Boars Hill have been dealt with in the past. Residents attending meetings were
left in no doubt that certain elements on Wootton PC resented their presence and 'knew better' on
the matters put forward by Boars Hill residents. Attempts to take matters further were obstructed by
those same elements on the PC. The current make up of the Wootton PC is very different from 2
years ago, although there are still 2 councillors who are unsympathetic/hostile to anything involving
Boars Hill. Bearing in mind the change in attitude of Wootton PC I feel that maintaining the status
quo would be preferable to transferring the Wootton and Cumnor parts of Boars Hill to Sunningwell
PC. IF ANY CHANGE IS TO BE MADE IN BOUNDARIES THEN I WOULD STRONGLY SUPPORT
UNITING THE WHOLE OF BOARS HILL INTO ONE WITH ITS OWN NEW PARISH COUNCIL.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Keeping our part of Boars Hill within the Wootton parish is infinitely preferable to porting it over to
Sunningwell PC. Either keep things exactly as they are or give the whole of Boars Hill its own parish
council, which would be the ideal solution even if that would take longer to achieve.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Any changes to the current parish boundaries would have an adverse affect on monies available to
support community projects and more worrying is the repayment of the loan taken out to refurbish
the Wootton community centre. So keep things as they are and mess it up for the future residents of
Wootton.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

I suspect the Sunningwell parish councillors are trying to grow a larger empire and there should be a
referendum before any changes are made.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Currently our parish has been governed by a council consisting of Sunningwell, Bayworth and Boars
Hill. We have witnessed in the recent months funds (£5K) diverted to Boars Hill to fight a planning
application, even though this part of Boars Hill is not part of our parish. If the current application for
change of boundary and name of the parish is approved, the majority of the funding will go to the
Boars Hill part of the parish.

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

Changing parish boundaries at a time when budgets are so tight and households are struggling does
not seem logical. Any changes made should minimise these costs.

answered

44

skipped

121

3. Are you responding to this request as: (tick all that apply)
Answer Choice
1

a resident within the parish
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Response
Percent

Response
Total

76.9%

40

2

someone who works within the parish

1.9%

1

3

a business / organisation operating within the parish

1.9%

1

4

a visitor or interested party

1.9%

1

5

a councillor (parish, district, county)

11.5%

6

6

an officer (parish, district, county)

1.9%

1

7

Other (please specify):

3.8%

2

answered

52

skipped

113

Other (please specify): (2)
1

responding as a resident of the area of Boars Hill currently within Wootton Parish Council

2

Resident of Cumnor parish

Are you responding to this request as: (tick all
that apply)
1.9% 3.8%
a resident within the parish
someone who works within the
parish

11.5%
1.9%

a business / organisation operating
within the parish

1.9%
1.9%

a visitor or interested party
a councillor (parish, district, county)
76.9%

an officer (parish, district, county)
Other (please specify):

4. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question
1

Wootton and Dry Sandford

2

Opera Anywhere Ltd

3

Wootton Parish Council

4

Wootton Parish Council

5

Cumnor Parish Council

6

Wootton Parish Council
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Response
Percent

Response
Total

100.00%

7

4. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:
7

Boars Hill Association

answered

7

skipped

158

5. To help us analyse responses, please provide the first part of your postcode (e.g. OX12 1)
Response
Percent

Response
Total

100.00%

34

answered

34

skipped

131

Average
Size

Files
Uploaded

.doc

2193920Kb

1

.pdf

674552.5Kb

2

answered

3

skipped

162

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question

6. You can upload any supporting documents using the button below.

File Type

To view the files uploaded, go into the individual results.
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Supporting documents (1 of 3)

Cumnor Parish Council
Tina Brock
Clerk of the Council
Tel: 01367 240407
E-mail: clerk@cumnorparishcouncil.org.uk

8 Sand View
Faringdon
Oxon
SN7 7UT

Mr S Corrigan
Democratic Services Manager
Vale of White Horse District Council
Legal & Democratic Services
135 Eastern Avenue
Milton Park
Milton
Oxon OX14 4SB
27 April 2022
Our Ref:
Your Ref:

CPC/Electoral/lets/2022-04-27CorriganVWHDC

Dear Mr Corrigan,
Community Governance Review Vale of the White Horse District Council 2022
Council objects to the proposal from Sunningwell Parish Council to transfer Chilswell properties from Cumnor
Parish to Sunningwell Parish for the following reasons:
1) Historically Chilswell has been one of the small hamlets, along with nearby Henwood, that fall within
the parish.
2) The original Parish boundary was established to reflect the land ownership of four tithings - with
Chiswell being part of one of those.
3) Council consulted with 13 households, 5 responded they were happy with the proposal and 8
objected or did not comment.
4) Please see below an extract from the Cumnor Neighbourhood Plan which shows the importance of
the area to the Parish. There are 3 contiguous and overlapping designated Important Views within
the Parish that span - and originate at Chilswell. A fourth important view (number 4 Beacon Hill)
has the section of the Parish under discussion in its foreground. The Chiswell part of the Parish
under discussion is part of a wider specific area of local character – Local Character Assessment 14
(LCA 14) – along with the Hurst SSSI and Beacon Hill. As such it shares geology, landscape,
ancient woodlands, form and function with a wider area of the Parish. LCA 14 is crossed by the
Oxford Greenbelt Way and by public footpaths known locally as the ‘Chilswell Paths’.
5) As with the same request from the same source in 2017 (to which Council also objected) this
appears to be a reflection of the Boars Hill Association’s perception of what constitutes ‘community
cohesion’, as presented to Sunningwell PC. Given this and the above points, we do not believe this
warrants a boundary change.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,

Tina Brock
Clerk to Cumnor Parish Council
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Neighbourhood Plan
pp 9
9. The parish of Cumnor lies four miles to the west of Oxford and is made up of 4 wards – Dean Court, Cumnor Hill,
Cumnor Village and Farmoor, and includes the smaller hamlets of Chilswell, Henwood, Filchampstead and Swinford.
The parish is largely rural, with the more suburban area of Dean Court still retaining a strong sense of green space
with its mature trees, wider streets and ample gardens adding to its unique identity.
pp34

Policy DBC7: Important Views
A. The Neighbourhood Plan identifies Important Views on the Policies Maps (page 63), table 5
and map 12 (below) as contributing to the essential rural character of the Parish.
Ref No
Name
Location
1
Rough Copse LCA4
2
Farmoor
LCA2
Reservoir
3
Denman’s
LCA8
Copse
4
Beacon Hill
LCA4
5a & 5b
Red House
LCA7
Farm
6a, 6b & 6c
St Michael’s
LCA10
Church
7
Long Leys
LCA9
Meadow
8
Bradley Farm LCA13
9
Western
LCA13
Edge of Hurst
Hill
10
Footpath at
LCA13
Cumnor Hill
11
Hids &
LCA12
Shadwell
Copses
12a, 12b
Cumnor
LCA14
&12c
Beacon
13
Oxford Green LCA13
Belt Way
14a & 14b
Chilswell
LCA14
Farm
15
Chawley
LCA12
Lane
16
Denman’s
LCA8
Farm
17
Pinkhill Lock
LCA2
1
18
Pinkhill Lock
LCA2
2
19
Pinkhill
LCA2
Nature
Reserve
20a &
Pinkhill
LCA2
20b
Meadow and
Buckthorn
Meadow
Nature
Reserve &
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21

22

23
24

25
26

27

28
29

30
31

Farmoor
Reservoir
Thames side
pasture nr
Lower
Whitley Farm
Whitley
Copse and
Physic Well
The Singing
Way
The Bird
Hide,
Denman’s
Lane
Hurst Hill SE
Corner
Oxford Green
Belt Way,
Henwood
Farm
Chilswell
Path, Powder
Hill Copse
Limekiln
Copse
Chilswell
Farm
Cottages
Cumnor Hill
Top
Smith Hill
Copse

LCA2

LCA2

LCA6
LCA8

LCA13
LCA13

LCA14

LCA14
LCA14

LCA13
LCA8

Landscape Character assessment
pp4
1.3.2 The original Parish boundary was established to reflect the land ownership of four tithings. The four
wards are Farmoor, Dean Court, Cumnor Hill and Cumnor Village. Approximately three quarters of the
Parish is farmland4. Farmoor Reservoir to the west of the Parish was built in 1967.
pp44 – Landscape Character Assessment Area 14 (LCA14)
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pp110
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pp112 & 113
18.2 Designations and Policy

18.2.1 A section of the Oxford Green Belt Way passes through the LCA. There is a network
of public bridleways that cross the LCA, primarily bordering the stands of
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woodland. Public footpaths, known locally as ‘Chilswell Paths’ cross the LCA. There
are four Grade II Listed Buildings, all at Chilswell Farm. Hurst Hill SSSI is within the
LCA. Four stands of Ancient Woodland are completely or partially within the LCA.
The LCA almost entirely covers Grade 3 ALC land.
18.3.4 Parts of larger stands of Ancient Woodland lie within the LCA, which includes:
• Hen Wood;
• Powder Hill Copse;
• Stone’s Copse; and
• Birch Copse.
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Supporting documents (2 of 3)
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Supporting documents (3 of 3)
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Agenda Item 13

CGR_G
Parishes Affected
Uffington

Matter to be considered
Increasing the number of parish councillors from six to seven

Impact on district and county council boundaries
None

Summary of parish council responses
Uffington Parish Council put forward the request.

Summary of other responses
No responses were received during the initial engagement.

Recommendation
To consult on a proposal to increase the number of councillors for Uffington
Parish Council to seven.

Justification for recommendation
When considering the number of councillors to be elected for a parish the
council must have regard to the number of local government electors for the
parish and any change to that number that is likely to occur within five years.
The number of registered electors for the parish of Uffington is currently 643
and is not expected to increase a great deal over the next five years.
Joint guidance issued by the Department for Communities and Local
Government and the Local Government Boundary Commission for England in
2010 provides further information on community governance reviews and the
factors influencing size and membership of parish councils. On size, the
guidance says:
“154. In practice, there is a wide variation of council size between parish
councils. That variation appears to be influenced by population.
Research by the Aston Business School Parish and Town Councils in
England (HMSO, 1992), found that the typical parish council
representing less than 500 people had between five and eight
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councillors; those between 501 and 2,500 had six to 12 councillors; and
those between 2,501 and 10,000 had nine to 16 councillors. Most parish
councils with a population of between 10,001 and 20,000 had between
13 and 27 councillors, while almost all councils representing a population
of over 20,000 had between 13 and 31 councillors.
155. The LGBCE has no reason to believe that this pattern of council
size to population has altered significantly since the research was
conducted. Although not an exact match, it broadly reflects the council
size range set out in the National Association of Local Councils Circular
1126; the Circular suggested that the minimum number of councillors for
any parish should be seven and the maximum 25.
156. In considering the issue of council size, the LGBCE is of the view
that each area should be considered on its own merits, having regard to
its population, geography and the pattern of communities. Nevertheless,
having regard to the current powers of parish councils, it should consider
the broad pattern of existing council sizes. This pattern appears to have
stood the test of time and, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, to
have provided for effective and convenient local government.
157. Principal councils should also bear in mind that the conduct of
parish council business does not usually require a large body of
councillors. In addition, historically many parish councils, particularly
smaller ones, have found difficulty in attracting sufficient candidates to
stand for election. This has led to uncontested elections and/or a need to
co-opt members in order to fill vacancies. However, a parish council’s
budget and planned or actual level of service provision may also be
important factors in reaching conclusions on council size.”
The National Association of Local Councils (NALC) Circular 1126
recommends:
Electors
Up to 900
1,400
2,000
2,700
3,500
4,400
5,400
6,500
7,700
9,000

Councillors
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Electors
10,400
11,900
13,500
15,200
17,000
18,900
20,900
23,000
45,000

Councillors
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

The table above suggests a parish council consisting of up to 900 electors
should have seven councillors.
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Both the parish council elections in 2011 and 2015 were contested with those
in 2019 being uncontested.
This council has applied the NALC guidance when considering requests to
increase councillor numbers unless there are exceptional circumstances. The
NALC recommends that the minimum number of members of a parish council
should be seven, and that this number should apply to all councils with an
electorate up to 900. In respect of Uffington Parish Council’s request a
council size of seven councillors is reasonable.
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CGR_G – Uffington
1. How far do you agree or disagree with this proposal?
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Strongly agree

0.00%

0

2

Agree

0.00%

0

3

Neither agree nor disagree

0.00%

0

4

Disagree

0.00%

0

5

Strongly disagree

0.00%

0

6

Not sure

0.00%

0

7

I don't have a view

0.00%

0

answered

0

skipped

165

2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question

0.00%

0

answered

0

skipped

165

No answers found.

3. Are you responding to this request as: (tick all that apply)
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

a resident within the parish

0.00%

0

2

someone who works within the
parish

0.00%

0

3

a business / organisation
operating within the parish

0.00%

0

4

a visitor or interested party

0.00%

0

5

a councillor (parish, district,
county)

0.00%

0

6

an officer (parish, district,
county)

0.00%

0

7

Other (please specify):

0.00%

0

answered

0

skipped

165

Other (please specify): (0)
No answers found.
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4. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question

0.00%

0

answered

0

skipped

165

No answers found.

5. To help us analyse responses, please provide the first part of your postcode (e.g. OX12 1)
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question

0.00%

0

answered

0

skipped

165

No answers found.

6. You can upload any supporting documents using the button below.

File Type

Average
Size

Files
Uploaded

answered

0

skipped

165

To view the files uploaded, go into the individual results.
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Agenda Item 14

CGR_H
Parishes Affected
Wootton

Matter to be considered
A review of the parish name to reflect the settlement of Boars Hill

Impact on district and county council boundaries
None

Summary of parish council responses
Wootton Parish Council put forward the proposal.

Summary of other responses
These are set out in the engagement summary document.

Recommendation
To consult on a proposal to rename Wootton Parish Council Wootton and
Boars Hill Parish Council.

Justification for recommendation
Wootton Parish Council put forward the proposal to be more inclusive of the
different communities within the parish and address concerns expressed by
some residents of Boars Hill.
The initial engagement exercise shows that there is support for the proposed
name change. It is considered appropriate that formal consultation on the
proposal is necessary to assess any wider support for the name change and
the impact on the identity and interests of the community.
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CGR_H – Wootton
Any personal information supplied to us within the comments that could identify anyone has been
redacted and will not be shared or published in the report. Further information on data protection is
available in our general consultation’s privacy statement on our Vale website.
1. How far do you agree or disagree with this proposal?
Answer Choice

Response Percent

Response Total

1

Strongly agree

54.5%

12

2

Agree

22.7%

5

3

Neither agree nor disagree

4.5%

1

4

Disagree

0.0%

0

5

Strongly disagree

18.2%

4

6

Not sure

0.0%

0

7

I don't have a view

0.0%

0

answered

22

skipped

143

How far do you agree or disagree with this
proposal?

18.2%
Strongly agree
Agree
4.5%

Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
54.5%

Strongly disagree
Not sure

22.7%

I don't have a view

2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%
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14

2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
1

The proposal to include Boars Hill in the name of the parish council is long overdue. Boars Hill
residents ask very little of Wootton PC but are generally supportive of what they do and were
generous in their donations to the refurbishment of the Wootton & Dry Sandford Community Centre.
With the resignations of certain parish councillors the attitude of the parish council towards Boars Hill
has become more sympathetic and inclusive and to a degree this is reflected in the proposal to
change the name of the parish council to Wootton and Boars Hill PC. I think changing the name to
distinguish it from the other Wootton in Oxfordshire is secondary to making Boars Hill feel more
included.

2

Changing the name to Wootton and Boars Hill would lead to a more integrated community. It would
also give Wootton a more distinctive community and make it easier to identify from Wootton by
Woodstock or even Wootton in Bedfordshire. It reflects the history of the Parish, and is in line with
the Wootton and Boars Hill Cricket Club, supported financially and hosted by Wootton Parish
Council.

3

Pointless.

4

The Parish Council make a good well argued case for the name change.

5

They want inclusion so why not

6

This makes total sense. The Boars Hill residents in the Wootton boundary are directly linked into this
parish and make plenty of use of the local amenity. As such they should be represented within the
parish name.

7

Never mind all this, how about using our outrageously high council tax to tidy up around Mathews
Way and Hawkins Way and surrounding roads. This estate is an embarrassment, the verges are
littered and overground. The amount of dog mess is absurd, many many more bins are required, new
road signs need putting up, get rid of the silly areas of grass that people churn up parking all over
and replace with designated parking bays. The whole estate needs investment.

8

I think the name should reflect both areas with in the boundaries.

9

Wootton and Boars Hill should stay together. See no good reason for Sunningwell PC request for
change!!

10

Wootton Parish Council currently have two vacancies for Parish Councillors we'd welcome two new
councillors from any residents within the Boars Hill locale.
In the interests of starting to work more with households in Boars Hill locale Wootton Parish Council
are suggesting we change the parish name to Wootton & Boars Hill Parish Council. This is the start
of a closer working relationship we’d really like to forge with the households of Boars Hill and the
BHA.

11

The whole Parish use the facilities centred around the Parade of shops, Public House, Church, Play
Area and School in Wootton Parish and the current boundaries give the option to influence decisions
made regarding these facilities to all residents. I can see little merit in the whole of Boars Hill joining
the small Parish of Sunningwell other than the probable request for an increase in precept. In reality,
with the state of apathy towards local democracy, it would make more sense for the Parish of
Sunningwell to join a neighbouring Parish/ Parishes.

12

Mainly disagree because of the possible reduced precept and the loan outstanding for the
community centre which I am sure is enjoyed by many of the boars hill residents.

13

Wootton Parish Council grants thousands of pounds every year to support the WADS Community
Centre. If the Parish is split we believe that that we won't be able to support the Community Centre to
the same amount. In addition, people in the breakaway Parish won't be supporting the Community
Centre with their Council Tax but will still be using it and the facilities it provides.

14

I support the changing of the parish name to include Boars Hill so that residents in that area feel part
of the community that represents them.
Email response received 14.04.22
Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

I strongly support the change of the name of the Wootton Parish Council to the Wootton and Boars
Hill Parish Council

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

To function as a part of local democracy a Parish needs the input from the residents using the
facilities within it. However it also means that the Parish needs to be consulted and its views
seriously taken into account by District and County Officers!

Submitted at end of
survey under ‘Any
other comments’

As the name implies the Village and Boars Hill have made up the cricket club since the turn of the
20th century and certainly since its reforming around 1989. Wootton Parish Council grants a
significant amount of money every year to support the Wootton and Boars Hill Cricket Club. If the
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2. If you have any comments on this proposal please provide them below:
Parish is split we believe that that the Parish won't be able to support the cricket club to the same
amount. Loss of revenue in terms of support in paying fuel bills, water rates, repair and maintenance
of the pavilion and any increase in the rent of the pavilion would seriously impact on the cricket club's
ability to function and would put its existence in doubt.

answered

14

skipped

151

3. Are you responding to this request as: (tick all that apply)

Answer Choice

Response
Percent

Response
Total

1

a resident within the parish

71.4%

15

2

someone who works within the parish

0.0%

0

3

a business / organisation operating within the parish

4.8%

1

4

a visitor or interested party

9.5%

2

5

a councillor (parish, district, county)

9.5%

2

6

an officer (parish, district, county)

0.0%

0

7

Other (please specify):

4.8%

1

answered

21

skipped

144

Other (please specify): (1)
1

Resident of Cumnor parish
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Are you responding to this request as: (tick all
that apply)
4.8%

a resident within the parish

9.5%
someone who works within the
parish
a business / organisation operating
within the parish

9.5%

a visitor or interested party
4.8%
a councillor (parish, district, county)
71.4%

an officer (parish, district, county)
Other (please specify):

4. If you are responding as a business / organisation, council or body please provide its name:

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question
1

Wootton Parish Council

2

N/A

3

Wootton Parish Council

4

Wootton and Boars Hill Cricket Club

Response
Percent

Response
Total

100.00%

4

answered

4

skipped

161

5. To help us analyse responses, please provide the first part of your postcode (e.g. OX12 1)
Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1

Open-Ended Question
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100.00%

20

answered

20

skipped

145

6. You can upload any supporting documents using the button below.

File Type

Average
Size

Files
Uploaded

answered

0

skipped

165

To view the files uploaded, go into the individual results.
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Wootton Parish Council
c/o Clerk to the Parish
32 Lamborough Hill
Wootton, Abingdon
OX13 6BZ

17th January 2022

VWHDC Community Governance Review (2022)
Wootton Parish Council does not want to suggest any changes to the present boundaries of the
parish. Until the late nineteenth century the hamlets of Wootton and Old Boars Hill were outlying
parts of Cumnor parish. Since then they have formed a separate parish with the same boundaries as
today and over the years have developed into a single large village of some 3,000 inhabitants,
centred around the Besselsleigh Rd shops, the Wootton and Dry Sandford Community Centre and
the Bystander Public House. Although different parts of the village, such as Old Wootton, Boars Hill,
and the B4017 corridor, have their distinctive social and architectural characters, the village is a wellintegrated community as is evidenced in the replies to the questionnaire sent out in preparing our
Joint Neighbourhood Plan with St Helen Without (made December 2019). There was a strong feeling
of belonging to a neighbourhood and a strong satisfaction with the area as a place to live. This sense
of community has been enhanced by the lack of significant housing development in the parish since
1970, apart from the relatively small Deerhurst Park. While there will be some development over
the next ten years - notably a new housing estate on the old industrial park - there will not be a
substantial increase in population and little change to the village’s existing character. Wootton is a
medium-sized rural parish with a diverse social, economic and, to a growing degree, ethnic profile,
and the Wootton PC see no reason why its boundaries should be altered under the Community
Governance Review. It also feels that the views of this diverse community are well represented on
the current Parish Council which has a positive gender, age and work experience balance and has
ambitions to enhance further the parish’s pleasant and welcoming environment in the coming years.
Wootton Parish Council, however, would like to suggest a change of name to the Wootton and Boars
Hill Parish Council. There are several reasons for this.
1) It would distinguish the Wootton/ Abingdon Council from the other Wootton Parish Council
in Oxfordshire and the host of other Woottons in England (in Buckinghamshire, Hampshire,
and so on).
2) It seems strange that when the original council was established in the late nineteenth
century that the proposed name was not adopted, given that the parish was formed from
two hamlets and Boars Hill was developing fast as place to live for affluent Oxford dons, such
as Sir Arthur Evans.
3) It has been brought to our attention that some residents of Boars Hill feel that the Wootton
Parish Council does not sufficiently reflect their interests.
It must be said immediately that the current Wootton Parish Council feels that this characterization
is unfair. The Parish Council has gone out of its way to ensure that the feelings of Boars Hill
residents are articulated in our representations to external bodies, especially the VWHDC, and that
the measures we have taken and are taking to improve the parish’s aspect and amenities benefit all
1
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Wootton Parish Council
c/o Clerk to the Parish
32 Lamborough Hill
Wootton, Abingdon
OX13 6BZ

parts of our community. In the case of our most recent initiatives - the better provision of litter
bins, the installation of easy-to-access defibrillators, our rewilding initiative, and the design and
location of the village sculptures (our ongoing Wootton Art Project, financed by VWHDC), Boars
Hill’s needs have not been neglected. It need hardly be said, in addition, that residents of Boars Hill
use the Wootton and Dry Sandford Community Centre and the new Wootton Community Park,
attend St Peter’s Church (the parish church whose boundaries are coterminous with the civil parish),
and send children to Wootton Primary School, all institutions and/or facilities which are financially
supported directly or indirectly from Council grants.
Nevertheless, the Parish Council recognizes that residents of Boars Hill have developed an
understandable pride in maintaining the special visual aspect of their area and that some among
them feel that the area’s unique heritage is not fully appreciated by other sections of the village.
Renaming the Parish Council would be one way of demonstrating that Boars Hill is a much-loved part
of the village, whose artistic and intellectual history gives it an important place in the life of the
county and the country, not just Wootton. Renamed or not, the Parish Council looks forward to
working closely with the Boars Hill Association to maintain the beauty and character of this special
area. It hopes, too, that a member of the Association will be willing to come on the Council and help
us carry forward our vision of turning the entire village into a community that would have warmed
the heart of Matthew Arnold and all the other poets and writers forever associated with this unique
part of our parish.
In summary, Wootton Parish Council do not want the boundary to be changed and we feel that
given the Neighbourhood Plan has been made and covers the whole of our parish and that of St
Helen Without PC it would be incredibly complicated to amend any boundary. However, we would
like the Parish to be renamed to be more inclusive of all the areas of our Parish and to differentiate
ourselves from other similarly named parishes.

Yours sincerely,

Wendy Quigley
Clerk to the Parish

2
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